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A surface -con denser analysis coda was coupled with a
constrained function minimization code to produce an auto-
mated marine condenser design and optimization package. The
program, CGNDIP, was based on tha principles developed in
0RC0N1, a sophisticated computer coda produced by the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory. CONMIN, the optimization program,
was developed at the Ames Research Center.
CCNDIP is an extremely versatile design tool, incorpo-
rating a detailed analysis of the complex steam-side thermo-
dynamic processes occurring at each row in the condenser.
The additional capability of tube enhancement is also
included. However, in coupling CONDI? with CONfllN numerous
problems had to be overcome in order to make CONDIP capable
of completing an analysis even when thermodynamic conditions
in the condenser became in feasible. This had to be accom-
plished while ensuring continuity in all constraint and
objective function evaluations. A series of test casss were
conducted to evaluate and compare the importance of various
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For many years the steam plant was unchallenged in its
role as the primary type of marine propulsion systems. But
recently gas turbines have become a desirable alternative
despite the fact that they a:a lass efficient than compa-
rable steam plants. The primary advantage of gas turbines
is their light weight and compact size. Thus, in crder for
the marine steam plant to survive, it is imperative that
lighter, more compact and efficient steam plants be
developed.
While there are numerous advanced concepts in all areas
of steam propulsion which can be explored, one simple way to
streamline the steam plant is the elimination of overdesign.
Most overdesign is due to unnecessary safety factors used to
offset lack of detailed knowledge about the thermal
processes in the plant. Identification of the minimum safe
design could significantly reduce unnecessary overdesign and
result in the development of a smaller, more compact power
plant.
B. HETHCDOLOGY
In the United States the most prevalent criterion for
the design and specification of surface condensers is based
on the "square-root of V" relationship, as developed by the
Heat Exhange Institute (HEI) [Ref, 1]. The HEI method was
adopted by the Department of the Navy Bureau of Ships (now




The HEI method is very simple in its approach, calcu-
lating the overall heat transfer coefficient as a function
of cooling water velocity through the tubes, inlet coolant
temprature, tube wall thickness ani material, and fouling.
The limitations of this method are apparent. Designs based
on HEI are insensitive to shell-side conditions. Saturation
steam pressure, temperature and enthalpy are assumed to be
constant as steam passes through the bundle, whereas in
reality there is a continual pressure drop as steam flow
passes over the rows of tubes, with a corresponding decrease
in saturation temperature. There is also no prevision for
any effects of condensate film, external tube enhancement,
etc. on the shell-side of the bundle. In addition, the HEI
method does not account for the presence and effect of non-
ccndensible gases that inevitably contaminate a condenser.
With the capabilities of high speed computers now avail-
able, more comprehensive methods have been developed to
account for the deficiencies of the HEI method. In partic-
ular, a radial flow computer code was developed to calculate
the local heat transfer and thermodynamic properties on a
row by row basis. Known as ORCON1, this code was developed
by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (DRNL) under contract to
the Office of Saline Water during the period from 1968-1970
[Ref. 2]. The program was based , in part, on the work
performed by Eissenberg (Ref. 3]. Eissenberg's experimental
results led to correction factors on the basic Nusselt equa-
tion to account for condensate inundation effects on tubes
within a condenser bundle. Basically, ORCON1 divides the
condenser into sectors and performs a row by row analysis
within each sector, determing local heat transfer coeffi-
cients, heat flux, steam characteristics, the effect of
condensate inundation and numerous other parameters at each
row. ORCON1 is also capable of incorporating the effects of
both tube-side and steam-side enhancement factors. Since
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0RC0N1 represented a much mors comprehensive and detailed
analysis of the condenser then ths less exact HEI method,
its results could be expected to be more precise.
Some work has been done at the Naval Postgraduate School
to improve the capabilities of ORC3N1. In his development
of OPCODE2, Johnson [Ref. 5] added subroutines to OPCON1
which calculated tube-side pressure drops, corresponding
pumping power and condenser volume. Nunn and Marto [Ref. 14]
have incorporated the effects of vapor shear in ar. amended
version of 0R~0N1 called MORCON. MORCON includes the corre-
lations developed by Fujii [Ref. 4] to determine the effect
of vapor velocity on the thermal resistance of the conden-
sate film on the condenser tubes. In general, vapor shear
effects tend to enhance the condenser, heat transfer on the
steam-side of the tube while condensate inundation tends to
inhibit it.
The ability to represent numerically the actual thermo-
dynamic processes occurring within the condenser has
improved dramatically. However, the capability to couple
these increasingly comprehensive and complex condenser
design programs with an optimizing procedure has not made
comparable progress. Optimization is a powerful tool which
can help in reducing overdesign and achieving the goal of a
safe compact condenser design.
There are currently numerous computer optimization
programs available which can be coupled with general design
programs of all types to numerically improve and ultimately
determine the best design. The key is to properly write the
design program so that it is compatible with the optimizer.
Johnson [Ref. 5] developed a computer program called
OPCODE1, based on the HEI method of condenser design, and
was able to couple it with one such numerical optimizer. The
results of OPCODE1 demonstrated how condenser designs can
indeed be safely improved upon. It also revealed the
12

versatility of condenser design optimization as a powerful
design tool. However, Johnson was unsuccessful in coupling
0PC0DE2 (his derivative of 0RC0N1) with an optimizer. This
failure does not alter the fact that that in order to fully
appreciate more sophisticated condenser design analyses,
such as that used in ORCON1 , it is imperative that computer
programs be developed which will bs compatible with current
numerical optimizers.
C. OBJECTIVE
There were two primary objectives of this thesis. The
first objective was to develop a computer code which incor-
porates the basic condenser analysis of 0RC0N1 and the
subseguent improvements made in MDRCON and 0PC0DE2, but
which will be capable of being coupled with a numerical
optimizer to yield a complete, detailed design package.
This design package can then be used as a tool in obtaining
a much more reasonable conceptual design and for use in
comparison studies. It would provide the naval architect
the ability to optimize weight, volume, cost or any other
potential design objective of the marine plant.
The second objective was to make this design package
capable of determining the single best design rather than
simply an improvement over the initial design. The key was
to construct the program in such a way so the optimizer does
not stop at some relative optimum, but continues the anal-
ysis urtil no further improvement oan be realized. It is
most desirable to be able to reach this single true optimium





Nearly all design problems require either the minimiza-
tion or maximization of a parameter. This parameter will be
called the problem's objective function or design objective
[Ref. 6]. For a given design to ba feasible or acceptable,
it must satisfy a set of design constraints which are either
maximum or minimum limiting values for a pre-datermined set
of parameters or functions of parameters. For example, in
any condenser design the outer diaieter of a condenser tube
can never be less than zero and there is normally some prac-
tical upper limit which also cannot be exceeded. These
limits are design constraints on tha tube ou-er diameter. In
the design problem there is also a sat of design variables
which are parameters whose values can be changed within
specified limits in order to minimize or maximize the design
objective. For example, in minimizing the condenser volume
an engineer may want to vary tube inner diametar, tube wall
thickness and tube length. These three paramaters would thus
be examples of typical design variables.
For such complex design problems as the treatment of the
condenser design in CRC0N1 , it is necessary to choose an
optimization scheme which can handle the problem and provide
a rational, rapid approach to design automation and opti-
mization. An optimization program based on direct methods
for solution of constrained problems [ Ref . 11] was chosen
for this research work.
14

B. CONSTRAINED FUNCTION MINIMIZATION (CONMIN)
Vand€rplaats [Ref- 7] developed an optimization program,
CONMIN, capable of optimizing a vary wide class of engi-
neering problems. CONMIN is a fortran program, in subprogram
form, that optimizes a multi-variable function subject to a
set of inequality constraints.
It is practical at this point to introduce three basic
definitions and their respective conditions [Ref. 8].
°2SIGN VARIABLES; Those parameters which the optimzation
program" is" permitted to change in order to improve the
design. Design variables appear only on the right side of
an equation, are continuous, and have continuous first
derivatives.
DESIGN CONSTRAINTS: Any parameter which must not exceed
specIfie'a~5oun3s fcr the design to be acceptable. Design
constraints may be linear or nonlinear, implicit or
explicit, but they must be functions of the design vari-
ables. Design constraints appear only on the left side of
equations.
OBJECTIVE FU NCT ION: The parameter which is going to be
minimized 5*r maximized during the optimization process.
The objective function may also be either linear or
nonlinear, implicit or explicit. and must be a function
of the design variables. The objective function usually
appears on the left side of an equation. The only excep-
tion is if the objective function is also a design vari-
able.
Assuming that the optimization process requires the
minimization of a particular objective function the general
optimzation problem can be stated as:
Find the vector of design variables, X,
To minimize the objective function, FfX)
,
Subject to the constraints:
G.(X) < 0.0 j = 1,NCON (eqn 2.1)
VLBi < X < VOBi i = 1,NDV (eqn 2.2)
In the general problem, G-(X) are the constraint
functions; there are NCON constraints and NDV design
15

variables; VLB^ and VOB^ra the lower bounds and upper bounds
of the i-th design variable. If the equality condition is
met, (Gj(X)=0.), the constraint is active. If the inequality
is met, (G-(X)<0.), the constraint is inactive. Finally, if
the inequality of equation 2.1 is violated, (G-(X)>0.), that
constraint is said to be violated. Because of numerical
inaccuracies representing exact zero on the computer, the
equality condition is represented by a band around the value
G.: (X) «(0.±CT) where CT is the constraint thickness.
Any design which satisfies the inequalities of equations
2.1 and 2.2, thus having no violated constraints, is said to
te feasible. If the design violates any of these constraints
it is said to be an infeasible design. The design which best
mimimizes the objective function while still remaining
feasible is said to be optimal.
,
CONMIN requires an initial set of values for the design
variables X to obtain an initial design which is either
feasible or infeasible. If the initial design is feasible,
C0N3IN moves in a direction which will minimize the objec-
tive function. If the initial design is infeasible, CONHIN
moves toward a feasible solution with minimal increase in
the object function.
The optimization process proceeds in an iterative
fashion. Johnson [ Ref . 5] presents in greater detail the
procedures utilized in CONMIN to search for the minimum
objective value. In general, the msthods used by CONMIN to
determine search direction include the method of steepest
descent, the method of conjugate direction, and the method
of feasible directions. For further background concerning
CONMIN and the numerical techniques utilized in optimiza-
tion, consult Vanderplaats [Ref. 7], Fletcher and Reeves
[Ref. 9], Zoutendijk [Ref. 10], and Vanderplaats and Moses
[Ref. 12]. However, it is necessary to stress a few
pertinent points which will aid in understanding how the
program was developed in this thesis.
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The optimization process begins by calculating the
gradient of the objective function using a finite difference
technique. k perturbation is applied to each of the design





The search direction is then calculated and is a function of
this gradient and any active or violated constraints
resulting from the applied perturbation. Subsequent search
directions are a function of previous search directions, as
well as current gradient information and any appropriate
constraint factors. Obviously, the size of the perturbation
and the size of the bandwidth about an active constraint
will have a great deal of effect on the search direction and
ultimate optimization process. This detail will be recalled
later-on during the cede development.
There are some limitations to CONMIN. The number of
design variables (NDV) directly affects the computational
time required to reach an optimum. Since the calculation of
the gradient information required for each design variable
at the beginning of each design iteration is found by using
a single forward finite difference step, requiring a
complete pass through the analysis portion of the program,
there is an increase in CPU time as NDV inceases. Also, as
NDV increases, there is the corresponding rise in machine
related numerical innacuracy. Vanderplaats [Ref. 6] recom-
mends no more than twenty as a practical limit for the
number of design variables.
It is quite possible that while design improvement may
be obtained, the single best design optimum or true optimum
17

may not he reached. This is not an uncommon occurrence and
there are several possible explanations. For example, the
design problem may net be formulated properly or the anal-
ysis may be extremely complex and non-linear. However, a
more common reason is that there are "relative optimums"
between the initial design and the single true optimum. This
concept of relative vs true optimum design can be better
explained through an analogy. The search for the bast
optimum design can be likened to a blind man climbing to the
top of a mountain. The blind man knows he is proceeding up
the mountain by sensing the direction of ascent. However,
the paths he takes may be limited by barriers or fences
which will restrict the directions he can go. These fences
represent constraints in the optimization problem. During
the journey he may also encounter small crests and valleys.
If the available paths lead the blind man up to one of these
crests prior to reaching the mountain top, he will be
confronted with a situation where he will sense no further
rate of ascent and he will stop his journey. So although he
has made progress from his initial starting point, the man
did not achieve his ultimate goal of climbing the mountain.
During optimization, the search for a true optimum may
proceed along a path en which the objective function assumes
such relative optimum values. If the optimizer can not be
made to "look beyond" these relative peaks, then the opti-
mization will cease - at a design which may be an improve-
ment over the initial one but short of the true optimum.
This problem may be overcome by starting the design with
several different initial design vectors, X, until the same
optimal design is repeated. Another alternative may be to
increase the size of the finite difference so that the opti-
mizer uses larger perturbations of X thus looking beyond any
small increases in the objective function which could stand
in the way of further design progress. This second
18

alternative will be specifically addressed during the
discussion of the code development.
C. CONTROL PROGRAM FOR ENGINEERING SYNTHESIS (COPES)
The optimizer, CCNMIN, was written in subroutine form.
Vanderplaats [Bef. 13] has developed a main program to
simplify the use of CONMIN and aid in the design optimiza-
tion process.
The user must supply an analysis subroutine called
ANALIZ, which consists of thrse segments: input, analysis
and output. COPES acts as an interface between ANALIZ and
the optimizer CONMIN. Based on a flag from COPES
(ICALC=1 ,2, 3) ANALIZ performs the proper function. Figure
2.1 offers a simplified illustration of the interrelation-





Figure 2.1 Flow Diagram For ANALIZ and COPES/CONMIN.
COPES currently provides four specific capabilities, two
of which will be applied in this work:
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1. Single analysis - just as if COPES/CONHIN war* not
used.
2. Optimization - minimization or maximization of a multi-
variable function with corresponding constraints.
COPES requires certain initial data from the user in order
to coordinate the optimization process. Initial values for
the design variables as well optimizer con-rol parameters
are utilized by CONMIN to conduct its numerical analysis.
There are a faw optimizer parameters which are particularly
important to the treatment of condenser designs. One is the
finite difference step used in gradient calculations.
Another is the normalization factor used in COPES evaluation
of a constraint function. COPES utilizes the following





where SCAL1 and SCAL2 are the normalization factors, 3D and
BL are the upper and lower limits of the constraint, and CFV
is the constraint function value. It is intuitive that the
normalization factor can play an important role in deter-
mining the size of the active region about a given design
constraint. Both finite difference and constraint normali-
zation will be recalled later during the code development.
The power of COPES is that it has simplified the proce-
dures involved in using a sophisticated program such as
CONMIN. The user is therefore fresd from the unwanted role




III. CONDENSER DESIGN IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (CONDIP)
A. BACKGROUND
In the late 1960*s, engineers at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory developed a sophisticated computer code under
contract to the Office of Saline Water. This code, called
ORCON1, [ Ref. 2] was generated to aid in the analysis and
parametric study of large, generally circular condensers.
Much of ORCON1 was dependent on Eissenberg's research work.
[Ref. 3] on the effects of condensate rain on the shell-side
convective heat transfer coefficient. Johnson [Ref. 5] took
0RC0N1 and made a few minor modifications to determine rube
side pressure losses and volumetrio calculations. Nunn and
Marto [Ref. 14] further incorporated the correlations
proposed by Fujii [Ref. 4] to determine the effects of
shearing forces exerted by high vapor velocities on the
condensate film and resulting shell-side heat transfer
coefficient.
It was at this point that the development of CONDI? was
begun. CONDIP was dependent primarily on the principles
detailed in 0RC0N1 but also incorporated subsequent develop-
ments to the basic program. CONDIP was written , however, in
such a way as to be compatible with the optimizer, CONMIN.
CONDIP analyzes a single or double pass, circular or
semicircular condenser, with steam flowing radially inward
on the 3hell~side of the tubes and variable salinity water
flowing on the tube-side. An optional, rectangular air
cooler bundle is provided-for as well as shell-side baffles.
The circular bundle is normally divided into 30-degree
sectors with symmetry about the central axis to reduce
computational effort. Unless otherwise specified, tubes are
21

placed on a 60-degree equilateral, triangular pattern of
concentric rows with the rows addei from an inner void out
to the outermost row. The void serves as a collection header
for ncn-ccndensible gases prior to passage through an air
cooler, if specified. As in 0RC0N1, CONDIP proceeds sector
by sector, row by row through tha condenser utilizing an
average tube to represent the row segment, and calculates
the following quantities in each sector:
Steam pressure lcsses at the entrance of a sector.
Total pressure of the steam/non-condensible gas mixture
entering a row segment.
Saturation pressure of steam entering a row segment.
Saturation temperature of the steam entering a row seg-
ment.
Steam flow entering the row segment.
Velocity of the steam/non-condensible gas mixture at
the minimum cross-section in the row segment.
The fraction of non-condensible gas in the mixture by
weight
.
Tha overall heat transfer coefficient for the average
tube in the row segment.
The steai-side condensing coefficient.
The tube-side heat transfer coefficient.
The shell-side film heat transfer coefficient composed
of the non-condenible gas film and the condensate film.
The shell-side friction factor.
The shell ^side pressure loss as steam passes over the
row segment.
The shell-side Reynolds number based en the mass flow
at the minimum cross-sectional area in the row segment.
The heat transfer rate per square foot of condenser
tube.
The mass flow rate of steam/non-condensable gas mixture
at the minmum cross-section in the row segment.
22

q) The mass flow of condensate produced as steam passes
ever the row segment.
r) The cooling water temperature at the outlet end of the
condenser.
s) The coolant pressure loss on the tube-side.
t) The average Reynolds number of the coolant through the
tube.
u) The heat transfer coefficient for the non-condensible
gas film.
v) The internal heat film heat transfer coefficient.
w) The number of tubes per row segment.
x) The cross-secticn area available for steam flow per row
segment.
y) The cumulative shell-side pressure drop.
z) The LMTD based en inlet and outlet coolant temperatures
and saturation temperature at sach row segment.
In addition to the above paramsters, the area-weighted
overall heat transfer coefficients for the condenser, cooler
and combined condenser are used to calculate the "back
calculated" log mean temperature difference (LMTD). Steam
exit-fraction, condenser volume, coolant pumping power and
numerous other factors are calculated from the cumulative
rasults of the row and sector analysis.
There are two significant contributions to the external
film heat transfer coefficient which have a profound impact
on the overall analysis. As mentioned earlier, Eissenberg
[Ref. 3] corracted for condensate inundation effects on the
external heat transfer coefficient with a series of emper-
ical relations. He created a flooding factor F using the
following relation:






is a constant indicating the effect of tube spacing
and orientation on condensate side drainage. With cicsely
packed tubes, significant side drainage can occur in low
velocity steal flow. Condensate generated on tubes above
may, due to surface tension effects, proceed Laterally to
adjacent, tubes rather than down. Thus Fj tends to approach
1.0 for closely packed, staggered tube bundles and zero for
disperse bundle layouts. S is a constant ranging in value
from
:
(.07 < S <.25)
If the condensate rain is acting under the influence of
gravity alone S approaches 0.25. But the influence of any
steam velocity present begins to alter the rate and direc-
tion of condensate flow and correspondingly decrease S. Thus
S is a function of vapor velocity and directon, as well as
bundle geometry.
The condensate film coefficient for the average tube in
the n-th vertical rcw is then calculated from the uncor-
rected heat transfer coefficient, h , as follows:
h « [nP - (n-1)F ] h (eqn 3.2)
It is obvious that the determination of a corrected heat
transfer coefficient is highly dependent on the choice of S
an F, in equation 3.1. S and F^ are extremely subjective
constants and there does not exist a current analytical
expression to determine them. let the choice of these
constants can have profound impact on the condenser design.
In CONDIP, as in 0RCCN1 [Ref. 2], the following, relatively
conservative values fcr S and F, were used:
S = 0.2




An additional important contribution to the external
film coefficient is the effect of velocity shear forces or.
the condensate film. Fujii [Ref. 4] developed the following
experimental correlations to correct the Nusselt number for
the effect of velocity shear:
[Nu /Nu ] = c Nu*- 43
" 1
^ Re (-5-2a) (eqn 3 . 3)mo i o L
where Nu m is the mean Nusselt number. Re. is the two-phase
Reynolds number (based on vapor velocity, tube outside dram-
eter and kinematic viscosity of the condensate) and Nu is1 o
the standard Nusselt number for the zero shear case. The
empirical constants c and a lie within the following ranges:
1. 13 < c < 1.24
0. 196 < a < 0.
2
depending on how tube thermal conditions are described. In
CONDIP the values for c,and a were:
C,* 1.24
a = 0.2
It should be noted that equation 3.3 is only valid in the
range:
3.3 < (Re /Nu ) < .28.
L o
For smaller values of this parameter Fujii recommends the
use of a slightly reduced value of the standard Nusselt
number:
Nu = 0-96 Nu (eqn 3.4)
m o
It is apparent that the vapor velocities commonly





Johnson [Ref. 5] attempted to couple 0PCODE2 (his
version of ORCON1) with the optimizer CONMIN, bur with
little success. There were several reasons for this.
ORCON1 uses iterative techniques to solve for such quan-
tities as condensate rate, steam lass flow rate and steam
pressure through the sector. If unrealistic values are
encountered, such as negative pressures or steam flow, cr if
the final steam exit-fraction exceads a predeterlined value,
0RC0N1 stops the analysis, returns to the beginning of the
program and changes certain initial input parameters. The
analysis begins again and the process is repeated until a
satisfactory design is achieved. Thus ORCON 1 has a limited
capability to make design decisions to obtain a feasible
design.
CONMIN, as do most optimizers, requires complete control
in determining all iterative design variable values. As
explained earlier, it uses perturbation techniques to calcu-
late gradient information for each design variable and
active design constraint, which it then uses to determine
search directions. A perturbation of the design variable by
CONMIN requires a complete, once-through analysis. If ORCON1
is coupled with CONMIN then any adjustment by 0RC0N1 will
yield false gradient information to the optimizer and
hinder, if not completely prevent, CONMIN from arriving at
the optimum design. During program development it became
apparent that the two programs were working independently
against each other and that in its present state 0RC0N1 was
incompatible with CONMIN.
In the formulation of CONDIP, it was necessary to locate
and neutralize all the places where such design decisions
are made. By removing the ability for CONDIP to make any
design decisions it became totally passive and dependent on
CONMIN for design variable changes.
26

However, once this was accomplished, another problem
area was discovered. In the ORCON1 code and subsequently in
CONDIP there are numerous thermal process and properties
calculations that use logarithmic functions and other mathe-
matical relationships which could produce singularities if
the variables in the arguments approach zero or are
negative. For example, saturation steam temperature is
calculated from steam prassure using a logarithmic relation-
ship. If, during a design analysis, saturation pressure
approaches a negative value, this rsprasents a clear viola-
tion of physical realities and of the limits of that prop-
erty. Yet a computer cannot make that distinction so it
tries to calculate the corresponding saturation temperature
which, because of the logarithmic relationship, would be
undefined. As just explained, 0RC0N1 with its built-in deci-
sion capability simply starts over when this situation is
encountered. But CCNDIP, being completely dependent on
CONMIN for design decisions, does not have that capability.
Remembering that CONMIN requires a complete once-through
analysis in order to collect enough information to make a
design decision, it was necessary to somehow bypass such
mathematical instabilities in ordar to keep the program
operating. Yet the analysis still had to yield reasonable
results from the given design in order to obtain meaningful
gradients. This prompted the formulation of mathematical
relationships to create "penalty" constraints which, if
properly written, would indicate to the optimizer that a
function or thermal property has violated its physical
limits. However, not only would penalty constraints have to
te defined, but a "fix up" or "correction" of the violated
property or variable would be required in order to allow the
analysis to continue. A good physical understanding of the
inter-relationship between condenser parameters and the
thermal processes resulting from the condenser design is
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necessary so that the "fix up" of the violated property
would still yield fairly accurate condenser information or.
which CONMIN could base its search for the optimized design.
For example, a condenser is usually designed around a
given steam load. If the condenser has too many tubes, is
too long, or coolant flow is too great, then the condenser
will be overdesigned. There will be dry tubes within the
condenser as all the steam is condensed before steam flow
reaches the inner void. In CONDIP this means that zero or
negative steam flow will be encountered in the analysis.
If, on the other hand, tube surface area is too small,
coolant flew is inadeguate or the condenser tube spacing is
too tight and is choking the steaa flow, then one of two
things will happen. Either a guantity of uncondensed steam
will make it completely through the condenser, or steam
pressure loss in the condenser will cause steam pressure to
drop below zero. In addition, there are two reasons why all
the steam might not condense. It could be simply due to
insufficient heat transfer surface area or it could be
because the saturation temperature Df the steam has dropped
below the coolant inlet temperature. If the latter situation
occurs, then there is no driving force for heat to transfer
from the steam to the coolant. Thire is only one way that
this situation can occur: if steam saturation pressure drops
telow some value indirectly determined by the coolant inlet
temperature. In any event this condenser is certainly
under designed and net capable of supporting the required
steam load.
As stated earlier, the purpose of optimization is to
obtain the best, feasible design. Thus, an understanding of
the relationship between the physical characteristics of a
given design and the subseguent thermal performances will
certainly help in defining the appropriate penalty
constraints and their corresponding limits- It will also
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aid in the determination of appropriate "corrections" when
those limits are violated. It is important to note that with
the introduction of these penalty constraints, the defini-
tion of a feasible design is revised. A feasible design is
now defined as one in which thermal properties and functions
are not allowed to violate their physical limits, as well as
other design constraints, anywhere in the condenser.
In CONDIP there are three basic thermal properties which
could create the above mentioned problems if they fall below
a certain value. They are steam saturation pressure, steam
flow and steam temperature. Because of the direct relation-
ship between steam saturation pressure and temperature, it
was possible to deal with them simultaneously. The solu-
tions that were developed to overcome the effects of these
thermal violations determined the extent which CONDIP would
optimize.
1 . St earn Flow Effects
One source of mathematical instabilities within the
program is if steam flow over the tubes falls to zero or
below. It is intuitively obvious that steam flow can not
physically fall below zero and that in order to keep the
program running the steam flow rate must be kept greater
than zero. However, correcting for this alone would
certainly alter the results of that particular condenser
design, perhaps even imply a feasible design.
To indicate to the optimizer an infeasible design
was actually encountered - one in which steam flow had
dropped below zero - the penalty function WTST was created.
Since the condenser analysis is performed sector by sector
and assuming there are J sectors in the condenser, then
there had to be arrangements for J penalty constraints. This
prompted the creation of the array, WTST (J), representing
constraint penalty functions for eaoh sector. The absolute
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magnitude of these functions were directly related to both
the severity Df the steam flow violation and the number of
dry tubes remaining in the sector. WTST (J) ranged in value
from negative infinity to zero, where a value of zero repre-
sented a condenser design in which no flow violations
occurred. Thus, WTST (J) were cons-rained functions whose
lower limit was zero. For example, during an analysis, if
steam flow was determined to fall below zero, then WTST for
that sector would be given some negative value. In subse-
guent designs, as the number of dry tubes approached zero
and better designs were obtained, then the magnitude of the
penalty function approached zero indicating no constraint
violation.
Since penalty constraints are entirely contrived
relationships with no real physical basis, it is desirable
to minimize their number to avoid the possibility of sending
innacurate signals to the optimizer.
To eliminate the need to use the WTST penalty func-
tions as constraints, the values Df WTST (J) were consoli-
dated at the end of the sector analysis into the condenser
steam exit-fraction constraint. Normally, steam exit-
fraction ranges from zero to one and is simply equal to:
st earn leaving th e_co n den s er_
sTeam enter ing~£h~e DoncTenser
By incorporating the WTST violations into steam exit-
fraction, the exit- fraction was made a continuous function
ranging in value from negative infinity to one. The
negative steam exit-fracticn represented a partially dry
condenser and its magnitude was in direct proportion to the
number of dry tubes. Thus instead Df having to evaluate and
calculate gradients for J number of WTST (J) contraints, the
optimizer simply had to evaluate a previously defined and
now expanded exit-fraction constraint.
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It should be stressed that making steam exit-
fraction continuous through zero was equally as important as
eliminating the need for additional constraints. it can be
reasonably assumed that for all practical condenser applica-
tions, exit steam fraction will always be limited to some
positive number near zero. Here is where one applies the
physical knowledge of the condenser and its relation to the
thermal property of steam flow. 4s explained earlier, dry
tubes represent an over-designed condenser. Thus the natural
tendency is for the optimizer to alter those design vari-
ables so as to create a more compact condenser- As this
occurs, steam exit-fraction will naturally increase. The
upper active limit of that constraint will determine the
optimum feasible design. While it is not necessary to have a
lower limit for steam exit-fraction, it is very important
for it to be a continuous smooth function especially in the
region near the upper limit. It is therefore critical to
properly define the penalty functions WTST (J) in a way so as
to provide a smooth transition from the negative, artificial
values of negative steam exit-fraction to the real, positive
values.
Since the steam flow penalty functions will not be
used as constraints, the analytical results will provide
gradient information to the optimizer. However, once steam
flow has been determined to fall below zero, steam flow for
that first dry row of tubes and all subsequent rows must be
fixed up with dummy values to allow the program analysis to
continue. How that "fix-up" is accomplished will ultimately
determine the search direction for the optimizer.
Physically, once steam flow has gone to zero, there
should be no further latent heat transfer, no subseguent
condensate production, and further pressure losses should be
only due to the flow cf non-condensible gases. It is neces-
sary to make the computer generated analysis reflect as
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closely as possible these physical realities. Sir.ce the
optimizer no longer has the penalty functions to use in
calculating a search direction, other constraint values
obtained from the analysis will dictate the next search
direction. Gradients will also be calculated using these
results and the determination of the next search direction
will incorporate these gradients as well. In the case of
negative steam flow, steam flow and condensate production
over dry rows were given nominal values which were as small
as the computer analysis would tolerate. These extremely
small values closely approximate zero steam flew and
generate results which resemble physical reality as closely
as possible.
The following example is provided to better illus-
trate the logic used in CONDIP to handle negative steam
flow. CONDIP determines flow rate through each row in each
sector. During a sector analysis, CONDIP calculates the
condensate generated at a given row and subtracts that value
from the steam flow entering that row to calculate the steam
leaving. The exiting steam flow rate is then checked to
determine whether steam flow has gone to zero. If it has
not, then the analysis continues. If it has, then the
following two events occur.
The penalty function, WTST (J) , is calculated for
that sector and dummy values are inserted for steam flow and
condensate rate at the row where the violation occurred.
For the remainder of the analysis condensate generation and
subseguent steam flow calculations are bypassed and the
remaining rows in the sector are fixed up with dummy values
for steam flow and condensate. The analysis continues
utilizing these dummy values in all appropriate heat
transfer and pressure calculations. At the conclusion of
the sector analysis, the values of the penalty functions,




If the analysis revealed zero dry tubes then WTST (J)
for all sectors would be zero and the steam exit-fraction
would simply be calculated as:
st ea a leav i ng
n
th e_c o n de n se r
sTeam enter ing TTn"e"~c: ondenser
If, however, dry tubes were encountered in the condenser
analysis then WTST (J) of some or all the sectors would be
negative and dependent in magnitude on the number of dry
tubes in each of the J sectors, as well as the severity of
the steam flow violation. Steam flow leaving any sector
which has gone dry would be zero and steam ex it- fraction
would be evaluated as:
stea m leaving any wet sectors
sT ea i entering the'cona'enser-
plus a weighted value of all the WTST (J) penalty function
values. Using the relationships just described, it is
apparent that steam exit-fraction: is negative if condenser
tubes are dry; approaches zero as the design becomes
feasible; and is greater than zero if there is steam leaving
the condenser.
2- Steam Pressure and Temperature Effects
The other possible source of mathematical insta-
bility occurs when steam pressure falls below some preset
limit. If pressure falls to zero, numerous aathematical
singularities will be generated. Yet, before this situation
can occur steam temperature will have already fallen below
inlet coolant temperature causing singularities in the log
mean temperature difference (LMTD) heat transfer calcula-
tion. Thus, the lower pressure limit which cannot be physi-
cally exceeded is not zero but the minimum saturation
pressure established by the inlet coolant temperature. In
CONDIP, this lower limit is given the variable name, PTLIM.
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As steam flows through the condenser, pressur?
continually decreases due to friction losses and therefore,
it is evaluated at each row in each sector. When the steam
saturation pressure drops below PTLIM, indicating a physical
violation of realistic limits, then the creation of a
penalty function and a corresponding "fix up" of saturation
pressure is required to allow the program to continue. The
treatment cf the problem was therefore analogous to the
previous situation dealing with negative steam flew.
?TST(J) was the penalty function devised to indicate
to the optimizer that the pressure limit, PTLIM, was
violated in any of the J sectors. Values of these
constraints ranged from negative infinity to zero, depending
on the degree and location in the condenser of the viola-
tion. Since pressure is calculated on a row by row basis in
each sector, the magnitudes of the pressure penalty func-
tions were directly dependent not only on how much the
calculated pressure dropped below PTLIM, but also on the
number cf rews remaining in the sector. Thus, as the
condenser approached a feasible design the PTST(J) consraint
values approached zero, indicating lessening violation of
the minimum pressure.
As emphasized earlier, it is important to minimize
the number of constraints, not only to avoid the possibility
of sending confusing signals to the optimizer but also to
reduce cost and improve program efficiency. This was accom-
plished here by inserting dummy values not only into the
violated pressure variables but also associated thermal
properties such as condensate generation, heat transfer
coefficients and heat transfer rates for the row where the
violation occurred and all subsequent rows in the sector.
The dummy values were chosen such that realistic gradient
information would be sent to the optimizer. The proper
choice of "fix-up" values for thess varaiables resulted in
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the elimination of penalty functions as design constraints,
and provided sufficient information to determine subsequent
search directions.
It is necessary to understand the influence that
steam pressure and temperature exert on the overall
condenser analysis. With this knowledge it will be easier to
predict the physical designs which could cause violations of
the pressure limit. PTLIM is violated due to excessive steam
flow pressure losses. As explainsd earlier, these large
pressure losses would result from large steam velocities
thar are found in condensers which are too rightly designed.
Thus, the particular condenser design is incapable of
handling the required steam load, implying an infeasible
design. Understanding this relationship will aid in
choosing the appropriate "fix-up" values which will indicate
to the optimizer that when the pressure limit is violated an
infeasitle condenser has been designed.
Physically, When steam temperature falls below
coolant inlet temperature (PTLIM is violated) there is no
heat transfer from the steam to the coolant and no addi-
tional steam is condensed. These physical realities must be
reflected in the condenser analysis. Therefore, in subse-
quent rows, condensation and hear transfer rates were set
equal to zero. Since there is no further condensation, the
steam exit-fraction is equal to the steam flow at the point
of violation divided by the total flow into the condenser.
Thus PTLIM indirectly determines the exit steam fraction of
the infeasible design. This relationship between exit-
fraction and the PTLIM violation is what makes the penalty
constraints obsolete. If PTLIM is violated early in the
stean^s passage through the condenser, steam exit-fractions
will be large, violating its upper oonstraint limit and thus
reflecting an under designed condenser. As the condenser
design improves, then exit-fractions will decrease.
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Physically, this can cnly be accomplished if the condenser
design "opens ap", reducing pressure losses in the
condenser. Consequently, as condenser designs become
larger, steam exit-fractions decrease and the condenser is
driven towards a feasible design.
The following example illustrates the logic employed
by CONDIP to handle steam pressurs and temperature viola-
tions within the analysis. Condenser inlet flow is divided
by the number of sectcrs in the condenser. Condenser inlet
saturation pressure is determined oy the steam inlet temper-
ature. Entrance pressure losses are calculated and
subtracted from the inlet pressure. The resulting pressure
is checked against PTLIM and a violation at this point indi-
cates a totally infeasible condenser in which no steam is
condensed. Steam exit-fraction will thus be equal to one- If
the saturation pressure is greater than PTLIM the analysis
continues row by row through the sector. Pressure losses
over each row are calculated and subtracted from the row
inlet pressure to determine pressure into the next row of
tubes. If this next-row steam pressure is determined to fall
below PTLIM, then a thermal violation has occurred requiring
"fix up". Subsequent rows are made to indicate zero conden-
sate generation and zero heat transfer. Steam flow over the
remaining rows is maintained at a constant value, which will
subsequently be used to determine steam exit-fraction.
Pressure variables over the remaining rows are given small
positive values just large enough to allow the analysis to
continue. Although all heat transfer and condensate calcula-
tions will be bypassed, the analysis must be allowed to
continue so that pressure losses will continue to be calcu-
lated based on the steam flow at the point of violation.
This is important since steam flow adjustments to the
sectors are based on certain pressure comparisons between
the sectors. The cumulative sum of all row pressure losses
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in sach of the sectors must be equal to within some toler-
ance. If they are not then steam flow into sach of the
sectors is altered so that the exit pressures from each
sect cr converge to seme common value. Thus, an accurate
reflection of true pressure losses is important to this
calculation.
The value of the steam exit-fraction is again deter-
mined to be the single constraint necessary to drive subse-
quent condenser designs to a feasible optimum configuration.
The pressure penalty constraints proved to be superflous
information, but the corresponding variable "fix-up" was
critical in the determination of search direction.
C. IIBITATIOHS
During the development of CONDIP, it became apparent
that steam exit-fraction would become the key constraint
during optimization of any objective function. A feasible
design implies that steam exit-fraction is a small positive
number perhaps somewhere between zero and 0. 1 percent. As
explained earlier, violations of either steam flow or pres-
sure physical limits resulted in penalty functions and vari-
able "fix-up" which were later directly or indirectly
incorporated in the calculation of steam exit fraction. Thus
any feasible design, let alone the optimum one, centers on
the limits placed upon this design constraint. Any number of
design variable combinations will yield a feasible design,
and each design variable affects steam exit-fraction differ-
ently. The intertwined, complex calculations used to ulti-
mately determining exit- fraction are done by sector and row
with each design variable repeatedly playing a factor. For
example, the profound effect of both vapor shear and
condensate inundation on the shell-side heat transfer
coefficient and consequently steam exit-fraction, is
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indirectly determined by numerous design variables. However,
their effects are impossible to predict. The cascading
effect of the thousands of calculations performed during the
course of a design analysis is to ultimately create a
single, highly non-linear variable in the form of the steam
exit-fraction, upon which design derisions will be made.
As more design variables were involved in the analysis,
the optimizer had difficulty determining their often
conflicting effects en both the objective function and the
steam exit-fraction. A small perturbation of each of the
design variables independently would yield gradients indi-
cating design improvement. But when these gradients were
evaluated simultaneously to actually determine the direction
of the subsequent design, their combined effect would actu-
ally indicate either no improvement of the objective func-
tion or a violation of the steam exit fraction design
constraint. The end result would be that the optimization
process would stall as no feasible search direction could be
obtained. Larger perturbations to the design variables were
required to properly evaluate their relative effects on the
objective function and any active or violated constraints.
This would enable the optimizer to overcome either small
inconsistencies or discontinuities in the objective function
and the constraint functions which would otherwise prevent
the optimizer from reaching the optimum design. This was
accomplished during data input by changing the normalized
finite difference step from 0.01 to about 0.1. Increasing
the finite difference is not without its drawbacks. As the
optimum objective value is approached, the optimizer over-
looks the subtle effects of small changes in the design
variables because of the relatively large perturbations.
Thus, depending on the initial design variables, the
optimizer will improve the design to some point near, but
necessarily at, the optimum.
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When a design becomes feasible, steam exit-fraction will
always become an active constraint. But the stated goal is
not in achieving a feasible design bur in driving the design
to a feasible optimum. However, this iterative process ear-
not be accomplished at the expense of violating a constraint
and it was here that further complication was introduced.
The initial impetus in any optimization process is to first
obtain a feasible design. However, once the very small steam
exit-fractions are obtained that are necessary for a
feasible design, the exit- fraction becomes extremely sensi-
tive to any further design variable changes. Thus any effort
to further improve the current design could easily cause
exit fraction to increase. Evan slight increases would be
perceived as violations of the coastraint limit and thus
prevent further optimization from the first feasible design.
There are two possible solutions to this problem. Either
increase the upper limit on the exit-fraction constraint or
redefine the constraint. COPES formulates the general
constraint function in such a way as to allow the user to
increase the active region about the constraint limit. This
is accomplished here by increasing the normalization factor




where BU is the upper constraint bound, EXITFR is the exit-
fraction constraint value and SCAL1 is the normalization
factor for this constraint. Increasing the normalization
factor reduces the optimizers ssnsitivity to constraint
violations by enlarging the range of constraint values in
which the constraint is active. This enlarges the region of
feasibility and allows the optimizer more flexibilty in
altering design variables by reducing the risk of violating
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the constraint. The overall effect is that the design opti-
mization can continue bat at the expense of accurate
constraint limits. The normalization factor used effectively
for the exit-fraction in CONDIP analysis was approximately
0. 1.
One of the stated objectives was to create a robust
program which would consistently yield the single best
optimum design independent of the initial design and not get
hung up on a relative optimum. As it was explained earlier,
although relative optimums represented design improvement,
they also indicated the inability of the optimizer to locate
the single best or true optimum design. However, the objec-
tive was achieved for only three design variables. When more
than three design variables were used, the optimum designs
became loosely dependent on the initial input, although not
in any predictable way. This is not to say that the
condenser design did not optimize. By incorporating the
finite difference and scaling normalization on exit-fraction
as described above, final designs did yield objective func-
tion values which were continually within about ten percent
of the true optimum regardless of the initial design.
However, there was just no guarantee that the single, best
optimum design could be consistently obtained. In summary,
the reasons why CONDIP did not consistently optimize to the
single, true optimum were: the extreme non-linearity of the
steam exit-fraction, the need for a large finite difference
gradient, and the need for a normalization factor for the
exit-fraction upper limit constraint.
While the optimum design solutions obtained from CONDIP
may be sufficient, there are several ways to improve the
results and increase the chances of obtaining the best
possible design. The easiest way is to try several initial
input values until the user is satisfied that the best solu-
tion has been obtained. The problem with this approach is
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that it is both costly and time consuming. A second recom-
mendation is to couple an extremely simplified version of
the condenser analysis with the optimizer to obtain a
educated guess as to what the optimum design should be. The
results of this analysis could than be used as input for
CONDIP. 0PC0DE1, which utilizes the HEI methods in its anal-
ysis, is a likely candidate. The advantage of this approach
is that a quicker, cheaper analysis can be used to obtain a
rough idea of the anticipated optimum design. CONDIP can
then use these design results to obtain even better and mora
accurate solutions, faster. Thsrs is still no guarantee,
however, that the true optimum will be solved. Perhaps with
the developmant of more robust and versatile optimizers,
ones which uses numerical techniques and methods that are
better suited to this type of problem than C3NMIN, more
precise solutions can be obtained. However, there is little
more that can be done to simplify the analysis of the steam
exit-fraction and subsequently linearize the problem.
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17, DESCRIPTION OF THE MAIN AND SUPPORTING SUBROUTINES
A. HAJOB SUBROUTINES
The following section contains a brief description of
the major subroutines in CONDIP. The appropriate flow
diagrams are also provided to better illustrate and comple-
ment the explanations. For further information concerning
the various subroutines and functions see the CONDIP listing
in Appendix C and ORCON1 [Ref. 2].
1 . ANALIZ
This subroutine basically arranges CONDIP in a stan-
dardized form which is compatible with COPES/CONMIN. COPES
uses a variable flag, ICALC, to coordinate, the optimization
process with ANALIZ. Utilizing this flag ANALIZ then calls
the input, analysis and output portions of CONDIP as
required. When COPES sets ICALC equal to one ANALIZ reads
in all initial input. This is the only time any input can be
entered. When ICALC equals two, COPES works with CONMIN to
optimize the design. ANALIZ makes available the analysis
portion of the program to be used repeatedly by CONMIN.
When COPES sets ICALC equal to three, the optimization is
complete and ANALIZ calls all applicable output subroutines.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the flow process for ANALIZ,.
2. INPUT
This subroutine enters all initial input of data by
which the initial design is determined. The resultant
design may be either feasible or infeasible, subject to the
limitations previously discussed, so it is not critical what
values are initially assigned to the design variables.
U2

However, the initial input is screened to prevent the intro-
duction of totally unrealistic values of variables into the
program. For example, initial tube thickness, tube inner
diameter, tube number and tube length are all checked to
ensure that their values are greater than zero. If any of
the screened initial inputs do not satisfy the minimum
reguirements, then the program exits prior to entry into the
optimizer. The limits of the design variales and constraints
will prevent similar situations from occurring during the




This subroutine simply prints all the initial values
entered in the INPUT subroutine.
4. OPCON
This subroutine calculates the bundla geometry,
flooding factors and such coolant flow parameters as pres-
sure loss, flow rate, and pumping power. There are two
options available to determine bundle geometry, each with
certain advantages and disadvantages.
Opt ion l ; The number of rows is entered as a constant and
the tube number is determined based on pitch, tube outer
diameter, and row spacing. The advantage of this method to
determine bundle geometry is that it allows the user to
linearly vary pitch and/or tube inner diameter by row. The
disadvantage is that tube number is a dependent variable.
The optimzer is therefore limited in determining the
optimum design by the specified number of rows.
0ption2: The number of tubes oan be used as a design
variable while the number of rows is determined by tube
number, row spacing, pitch and tube outer diameter. There
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is more flexibility in this method of condenser design but
it is not possible to linearly vary tube pitch and inner
diameter. The condenser bundle is generated from a speci-
fied inner void out, and all the appropriate condenser
geometry is determined for one of the identical 30 degree
sectors. Overall bundle volume is then calculated as is
the ratio of tube hole area to tube sheet area.
Once the basic condenser geometry has been deter-
mined, the code then proceeds through an algorithm to calcu-
late baffle location based on an input value specifying the
number of baffles desired in the oondenser bundle. After
this has been completed, flooding factors are determined.
That is, the number of tubes in a vertical row above the
central tube in each row is calculated. This is done for
each of the six sectors on one side of a circular bundle.
Symmetry is assumed for the other side. These flooding
factors are later used in calculations to determine the
effect of condensate inundation on shell-side heat transfer
coefficients.
Finally, ORCCN calculates coolant mass flow, coolant
velocity, header pressure difference and pumping power based
on the type of coolant flow input received. The flow chart
in Figure 4.3 is a simple illustration of the logic used in
OHCON. From ORCON, the subroutine SSCALC is called.
5. SECALC
This subroutine determines all the parameters of
each of the sectors in the condenser by row. The first
calculation made in SECALC is the determination of the
cooler geometry, if there is one. Entrance pressure losses
into the condenser bundle are calculated for each sector and
saturation pressure is checked to ensure that it is greater
that PTLIM. From this point, much of the remaining
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subroutine is comprised of two do-loops with one nested
inside the other. The outer loop cycles through however many
sectors are in the condenser model. The inner loop cycles
through the rows in the sectors. Pressure, temperature,
mixture velocity, steam flow and condensate flew are calcu-
lated at each sector row. The subroutine HETTRN is called
repeatedly to provide the necessary heat transfer informa-
tion. Pressure and steam flow is checked continually at each
row to ensure that neither falls below its predetermined
lower limits. In the event that either situation occurs, the
appropriate penalty function and fix-up procedure is imple-
mented to enable the analysis to continue. As previously
discussed, these values are chosen to reflect as accurately
as possible real conditions which would occur when steam
flow cr pressure violate their physical limits.
Once all the sectors have been analyzed the cumula-
tive steam-side pressure losses from each sector are
compared. Steam pressure at the inner void must be uniform,
therefore the sector pressure losses are required tc be
equal within some allowable tolerance. If they are not, then
the distribution of inlet steam flow into each sector is
altered to force the pressure losses to converge to a single
value. Once steam flow to the sectors has been adjusted,
the sector and row analysis in SECALC is repeated until the
pressure losses within each sector approach a common value.
After the pressure comparison has been satisfied, certain
overall condenser parameters are calculated such as steam
exit-fraction, bundle heat load, and steam-side pressure
drops.
Finally, if a cooler is required, the subroutine
COOLEX is called. Otherwise the condenser analysis is





This subroutine is called repeatedly in SECALC to
solve for all shell and tube-side hear transfer properties
for each row in each sector of the condenser. In particular,
values for the overall heat transfer coefficient and log
mean temperature difference are utilized by SECALC in
computing condensate production and heat transfer rate at
each row of tubes.
On entering this subroutine, a series of estimates
for certain row variables are calulated. Based on an assumed
initial value for the overall heat transfer coefficient, the
exit coolant temperature and corresponding film temperature
are calculated. Utilizing these temperatures, the LMTD,
thermal resistances, individual heat transfer coefficients
and numerous other heat transfer parameters are then calcu-
lated. Finally, another value for the overall heat transfer
coefficient is determined based on the above-mentioned anal-
ysis, and this final value
.
is subsequently compared to the
initial value. If they are not in agreement, within a speci-
fied degree of tolerance, then the initial value for the
overall heat transfer coefficient is updated and the entire
process is repeated until the initial and final values
converge. This iterative process is necessary as tempera-
ture dependent heat transfer coefficients, film temperature
drops, and exit coolant temperatures are all being calcu-
lated simultaneously.
Note that it is in HETTRN that the concepts of vapor
shear and condensate inundation are incorporated. Heat
transfer coefficients are corrected for both effects based
on the calculations presented earlier. Also note that since
steam temperature is never allowed to drop below inlet
coolant temperature in the calling subroutine SECALC,




Once all the heat transfsr variables have been
determined, control is returned to SECALC where the appro-
priate results are utilized and stored. The appropriate
flow diagram for HETTEN presented in Figure 4.5.
7. COO LEX
This subroutine solves for all tha necessary parame-
ters required in the cooler analysis. The cooler is assumed
to be of rectangular cross-secton with the height of the
cooler not to exceed the difference between the condenser
inner and outer radii. The values used for tube pitch and
tube diameters in the cooler are the same as the innermost,
row of the condenser bundle.
Steam exits the condenser bundle, collects in the
inner void and enters the bottom row of the cooler. The
steam then proceeds vertically up through the cooler. The
physical location of the cooler is not a prerequisite to the
subsequent design, although it is expected that the ccoler
will be placed within the condenser bundle, thus the limit
on cooler height.
The first calculation in COOLEX determines the steam
velocity at minimum cross-secton in the first row of tubes,
VLCMAX. VLCMAX is directly proportional to the amount of
steam and non-condensible gas entering the cooler as well as
the ccoler geometry. Therefore the constrained limits for
VLCMAX will play a major factor in the overall condenser
design.
Subsequent row analysis is treated identically as in
SECALC. However, all pertinent heat transfer data are calcu-
lated directly within COOLEX, making it independent of
HETTRN. Steam pressure and steam flow are checked at each
row to ensure that the appropriate limits are not violated
and all thermodynamic parameters are calculated. At the
conclusion of COOLEX, cooler performance variables such as
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heat load, exit-fraction steam, steam pressure losses and
overall heat transfer coefficients are calculated and
control is returned to SECALC. The flow diagram for the
COOLEX subroutine is illustrated in Figure 4.6.
8. OUT
2
This subroutine prints the overall condenser bundle
results including heat load, steaa exit-fraction, overall
heat transfer coefficient, overall condenser LMTD and bundle
volume. Normally, OUT2 is called once after the initial
design is analyzed and again after the optimum design has
teen determined. Final design variable values such as tube
number, coolant flow, tube pitch, tube wall thickness and
tube inner diameter are also prints!.
9. 0DT2C
This subroutine prints the cooler results as well as
the combined cooler/condenser results. This subroutine is
called from the subroutine OUT2 and is called only if a
cooler is required and subsequently designed. Therefore,




This subroutine prints a very detailed output of the
condenser and cooler results by row and sector. Nearly all
the thermodyna lie and heat transfer propsrties are
presented, thus providing a rather complete picture of
conditions everywhere in the condenser. This is extremely
helpful in determining, for exampla, where additional heat
transfer enhancement would be most beneficial, or where





The following is a brief description of supporting functions
and subroutines called frequently by the main subroutines.
1. DFSVT Y: This subroutine returns the value of the mutual
diffusivity of the steam and non-condensible gas present.
2. XTR: This funcion subroutine transforms the calculated
data, received in the argument list, to the log values and
performs a linear regression on two or more points using
the model.
3. AflUFN: This function subroutine calculates the viscosi-
ty of the non-condensible gas in Ibm/ (f t-sec) .
4. B3UFN; This function subroutine calculates the viscosi-
ty of a saline solution in ths range of 0-24 percent
concentration and temperatures of 40-210 °F in
lbm/(hr-ft).
5« CPAFN: This function subroutine returns a value for the
heat capacity of the inert, non-condensible gas mixed in
with the steam in units of Btu/ (lbm-mol-OF)
.
6. CPFN: This function subroutina calculates the specific
heat of a saline solution units of Btu/(lbm-°F) .
7. CPSFN: This function subroutine calculates the heat ca-
pacity of steam in Btu/(lbm-mol-°F) .
8. HFGFN : This function subroutine returns a value for the
latent heat of vaporization of water in Btu/lbm.
9. PRSDR P: This subroutine returns the shell-side pressure
drop across a row of tubes in psia.
10. PSATFN: This function subroutine calculates saturation
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pressure of steam as function of temperature. Pressure is
returned in units of psia.
11. ROEFN; This function subroutine calculates the density
of a saline solution ofconcentration range 0-24 percent and
temperature range of 40-300 °F. Density is returned in
units of lbm/ (cu.f t.) .
12. SK3FN: This function subroutina calculates the thermal
conductivity of a salins solution of concentration range
0-24 percent and a temperature range of 40-300 °F. Thermal
conductivity is in (Btu) /(hr-f-°F) .
13. TSATFN: This function suroutine returns the value for
steam temperature in °R given a prassure in psia.
14. VGFN: This function subroutine calculates the specific
volume of steam as a function of temperature and pressure.
It has units of (cu.ft.) /lbm.
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It was desirable to verify the single pass capability of
CONDIP (i.e. without optimization) as a predictor of
condenser performance by comparison with actual experimental
data. However, complete and accurate data on condenser
design and corresponding performance is not always readily
available. Lynch (Ref. 18] encountsred this same problem in
attempting to verify 0RC0N1. However, he did manage to
locate seme actual experimental condenser data, obtained
during a test conducted to determine the general performance
of the DDG-37 class propulsion machinery [Ref, 16]. The
test took place at the Naval Boiler and Turbine Laboratory
and was conducted primarily to determine the performance of
the turbine and reduction gears. Some limited condenser data
was taken as a by-product. The various measurements were
obtained as described below:
1. Steam flow measurements were made by weighing the
condensate.
2. Cooling water inlet and outlet temperatures were meas-
ured by thermometers installed in the inlet and discharge
lines.
3. The heat load is calculated based on total steam flow
into the condenser multiplied by the difference between
inlet steam and condensate enthalpiss.
4. Circulating water flow was determined from a heat
balance arcund the condenser. The total heat load was
divided by the circulating water heat capacity and
temperature rise to obtain flow rata.
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5. Condenser inlet pressure was determined by pressure
instruments located above the condenser inlet flanges.
6. Non-condensible gas flow was measured by a flowrator.
7. Pressure at the air ejector was measured directly. This
pressure and the inlet pressure detarmined the pressure drop
across the condenser.
It should be pointed out that this data were not recorded
with the care that normally accompanies scientific data
collection. Neither the instruments nor the techniques
employed were particularly accurate. The possibility that
this observed data are in error casts a cloud over the cred-
ibility of the corresponding condenser performance, which
was calculated based on those values. However, for a lack of
better alternatives, this data and the resulting condenser
analysis will be used to determine the reliability of
CONDIP.
The DDG-37 condenser geometric design variables obtained
from the technical manual [Ref. 15] and input parameters
corresponding to a full speed run are presented in Table I.
An attempt was made to repeat the design using CONDIP. The
results cf CONDIP 1 s proposed design as well as the experi-
mental performance are presented for comparison in Table II.
Percentages were calculated to quantify the differences
between the actual and hypothetical performance.
Before elaborating en the results of this verification,
some notable differences between the two designs must be
clarified. First, a specific fouling factor was not deter-
mined at the time of the experiment and was therefore not
provided. A somewhat realistic claanliness factor of 87.5
percent (fouling factor of .0002) was utilized.
Second, in the DDG-37 condenser the rectangular cooler
appears to te inserted directly into the condenser bundle.
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However, in order to accomodate the cooler, the bundle must
expand or distort. In addition, a void of some dimensions
musx be provided-for in the center of the bundle tc collect
any uncondensed steam and ncn-condensible gases. Diagrams in
[Ref. 15] indicate that the DDG-37 condenser is indeed
nearly elliptical in shape with bundle axes of 5.67 and 7.17
feet. Although it is apparent that a void does exist, exact
dimensions can not be readily determined from the available
information.
CONDIP approximates this design by creating separately a
circular condenser bundle and a rectangular cooler, the
height of which cannot exceed the difference between the
outer and inner bundle radii. A circular void of pre-
determined size is provided-fcr when determining the
condenser bundle geometry. Subsequent volume calculations
are performed on the condenser bundle and cooler separately
and the overall condenser volume is computed as simply their
sum.
Although CONDIP dees not exactly duplicate the geometric
configuration of the DDG-37 condenser, it was possible to
manipulate certain initial design variables in order to
cause CONDIP to develop an approximately equivalent configu-
ration. These variables were chosen because, for small
changes in their values, there is a rather significant
change in the bundle geometry with relatively saall effects
on the overall condenser performance. Since there are no
specific dimensions provided for the inner void in the
DDG-37 technical manual, it was picked to be one of the
design variables to be adjusted. Row spacing was also
adjusted because it satisfied the conditions described
above. Through trial and error a combination of row spacing
and inner void radius were determined, from which CONDIP
yielded a geometric design similar to the DDG-3 7 condenser
and that satisfied condenser requirements specified in
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[Ref. 17]. In this particular case, the void diameter and
row spacing ware determined to be 1.1 feet and 1.35 inches
respectively. This arrangement enabled the condenser model
to closely approximate the tube sheet area ratio of the
actual DDG-37 condenser. This manipulation, however, must
be interpreted as another source of error and innacuracy
when comparing CONDIP^ condenser performance with the
experimental results.
Lastly, condenser designs in [Ref. 15] reveal that three
different tube patterns were employed in the DDG-37
condenser. In addition, two different values for tube pitch
were used - a pitch of 1. 4 in the condenser bundle and a
pitch of 1.3 in the cooler. This situation cannot be dupli-
cated in CONDIP. Therefore a constant pitch of 1.40 and a
uniform tube pattern were utilized throughout the condenser.
The design approximations utilized in CONDIP to try to
geometrically simulate the actual DDG-37 condenser introduce
significant uncertainty into subsequent design comparisons.
This, coupled with the fact that the data collected is also
suspect, would imply that it is rather difficult to verify
CONDIP's analysis with the information available. It should
also be noted that CONDIP is sensitive to even small vari-
ance in either the data collected (i.e. steam inlet tempera-
ture) or the approximated design variables. However,
despite the above-mentioned problems associated with
equating CONDIP* s condenser to the DDG-37 condenser, the
experimental data obtained from the DDG-37 condenser still
provide the best available base upon which to make a reason-
able determination of CONDIP*s capabilities and limitations.
In comparing the results in Table II, it is immediately
clear that there is significant difference between certain
condenser performance parameters predicted by CONDIP and the
corresponding experimentally derived condenser performance.
Already, much has been said about the numerous geometric
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approximations used to model the DDG-37 condenser. But
questionable data and geometric manipulations may not
completely explain the 13 percent exit-fraction and general
poor performance generated in CONDIP *s analysis. Its values
for the average overall heat transfer coefficient and heat.
rejected were significantly lower than the experimental
results. One source of the problem lies in the actual heat
transfer analysis performed in the code. Lynch [Ref. 18]
graphically illustrated how sensitive this analysis is to
the effects of condensate inundation. In particular, by
making small changes - within the allowable ranges - in the
constants used in Eissenberg's correlations for condensate
rain, significant improvement could be realized in the
overall heat transfer characteristics of the condenser.
CONDIP* s results, when compared to the experimental data
support the argument that the values currently used in the
inundation correlations are rather conservative in nature,
and cause the overall analysis to yield a poor preformance
for the given steam load and condenser design.
Therefore, in order to present CONDIP with a fair test
to determine its credibility as a design predictor, some
additional work must be first accomplished, k condenser
geometrically identical to the general model created in
CONDIP should be constructed with complete and accurate data
acquisition systems tc establish a thorough data base from
which to compare. Also, more research should be performed on
the effects of condensate inundation and velocity shear to
obtain more precise correlations in determining their
overall effects on the film heat transfer coefficients.
One last additional point should be mentioned. In
comparing the steam-side pressure drops through the
condenser, it was shewn that CONDIP' s pressure losses were
nearly 72 percent larger the the actual physical measure-
ments. However this radical difference is mainly due to the
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high pressure losses experienced at the entrance of the
cooler as a large volume of steam tried to force its way
through the small available area. Therefore, the signifi-
cance of this large disagreement in results is relatively
minor and can be treated simply as a consequence of the more
important heat transfer limitations in the comparison run.
Although the goal of verifying CONDI? as a design
predictor has proven elusive, it was still possible to
demonstrate its capabilities through comparison studies.
Therefore, the remaining emphasis in this thesis is to show
the ability of CONDIP (in combination with the optimizer
COPES/CONMIN) to take an initial design with a given frame-
work of constraints and design variables, and obtain better
designs based on a desired objective function.
B. EXPLANATION OF THE CASE STUDIES
The following case studies were devised to best exercise
the capabilities of CONDIP. They were made as realistic as
possible so as to simulate the problem of condenser design
and specification ccnfronting the engineer during the early
stages of power plant design. The condenser performance
returned by CONDIP during the verification run and contained
in Table II will serve as a baseline for comparing the
results cf each case study. The baseline condenser perform-
ance is based on the design parameters from the DDG-37
condenser listed in Table I. It was stated earlier that
CONDIP's optimization results are slightly sensitive to the
initial design if more than three design variables are used.
Since all the cases involve eight or more design variables
it would be best, for the purposes of comparison, to start
from the same initial design in all cases. Therefore, the
initial design variables used for the verification run and
contained in Table I will be utilized as the baseline
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dasign. Although many of these initial design variables will
be allowed to change during optimization, certain basic
condenser requirements will not. Ihey include: steam flow
into the condenser, inlet staam saturation pressure and
temperature, cooling water injection temperature, the frac-
tion of non-condensible gases in the steam, the tuba fouling
factor, and the tube material. It should be noted that
although there was an initial value for row spacing given in
Table I, row spacing was not usad as a design variabla
during any of the optimizations. Instead, the program used
the default method of row spacing calculation available in
the cede where the rows are spaced such that a 60-degree
equilateral triangle pattern of concentric rows is obtained.
Row spacing is therefore dependent on tube pitch and tube
outer diameter by the following relation:
RSPA = (SDDO * ODOII * .866 (eqn 5.1)
where HSPA is row spacing, SDDO is tube pitch, and ODOI is
tube outer diametar in inches.
There are a few key points to be kept in mind when
comparing the results of the case studies with the baseline.
First, the baseline design is an infeasible and inadequate
design. Its performance indicates that it is not capable of
supporting the required steam load by returning a steam
exit-fracticn in excess of 13 percant. So any gains in the
objective function that ware realized in the case studies is
even more remarkable sinca it is a necessary condition that
tha optimum design be a feasible design, defined as having
an exit-fraction not greater than 1 percent. Second, the
percent change referred to when analyzing the results is
calculated based on the baseline design. Thus the baseline
serves as a uniform frame of reference. Next, it should be
noted that because of the large number of design variables
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and constraints, intuition on how an optimized result will
turn out is not always applicable. Finally, it will be
easier to understand the effects of the various design
parameters by keeping in mind the following, very basic,
heat transfer correlation:
Q = * A * LMTD (eqn 5.2)
where Q is the rate of heat released as the steam condenses;
is the overall heat transfer coefficient; A is the heat
transfer surface area; and LMTD can be interpreted as the
thermal driving force between the steam and the coolant. Q
is directly dependent on steam flow and pressure into the
condenser, the percentage of that steam that is co'ndensed,
and any subcooling of the condensate. For a given steam load
and a very small exit-fraction Q is nearly constant as the
optimized results in all the case studies will indicate.
1- Con str a int Framewo rk for CON DIP
In order to simulate an actual trade-off study, the
constraints and their respective limits were kept constant
for all the case studies. The condenser was to be designed
with a maximum bundle diameter of ten feet, a maximum and
minimum tube outer diameter of 0.625 and 1.25 inches respec-
tively, a steam exit-fraction of not more than 1 percent, a
maximum cooler inlet velocity (VLCMAX) of 200 feet/second,
and a ratio of tube sheet hole area to total tube sheet area
of less than 0. 30.
The constraint on bundle diameter was chosen some-
what arbitrarily. It seems unlikely that this limit would be
realistically exceeded, although certainly space require-
ments would dictate the exact configuration. Tube cuter
diameter is dependent on the values for tube wall thickness
and tube inner diameter. Thus the limits imposed on tube
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outer diametsr represent realistic restrictions on the
possible cobinations of inner diameter and wall thickness.
These restrictions are based loosely on anticipated tube
structural and strength requiremants and correspond to
values of normally available tubes [Ref. 19]. The maximum
limit of 200 feet/second for VLCMAX was also a somewhat
arbitrary but realistic limit. It is assumed that steam
velocities cften exceed that value in the condenser bundle.
It is recalled that steam axit- fraction will play a
significant role in the determination of the final optimum
design. The baseline exit- fraction of 13 percent predicted
by CONDIP for the DDG-37 condenser is unsatisfactory.
Therefore a more reasonable upper limit of 1 percent was
placed on this constraint. Although CONDIP will return a
•much mere conservative design if 1 percent vice 13 percent
is used as the upper limit, the subsequent design will be
much more credible.
Finally, the amount of tube sheet material that can
be removed by drilling for the installation of condenser
tubes is specified at 24 percent of the total tube sheet
area in [Ref. 17]. This area ratio limit represents a
structural limit imposed to ensure that the tube sheets do
not fail due to heat and pressure stresses in the condenser.
However, CONDIP does not take into account the space between
the condenser and tube shell normally used in area ratio
calculations as blank tube sheet area. For this reason and
to allow mora flexibility in the design analysis, the
constraint limit was set at 30 percent.
In summary, the general design constraints and the
associated upper and lower bounds ware:
0.625 < tube outer diameter (inch) < 1.25
1.0 < bundle diameter (feet) < 10.0
steam exit-fraction (%) < 1.0
VLCHAX (ft/sec) < 200.0
area ratio < . 30
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These design ccnstraints and associated bounds were
used in all the case studies except where specifically
modified.
2 . Design Variable Fra mework f d r CONDIP
At least eight design variables were used in all the
case studies. They include tube inner diameter, tube wall
thickness, tube pitch, the number of tubes in the condenser,
tube length, the inner void radius, the percen- of the tubes
in the cooler, and cooling water velocity. Side constraints
were placed on all of these variables to correspond to
either realistic physical limits or available standardized
materials.
Tube wall thickness was not allowed to fall below
0.022 inches (BWG 21) or exceed .109 inches (12 BWG) , sizes
normally available commercially. Tube inner diameter was
restricted to values between .407 arid 1.206 inches so as to
yield tube outer diameters within the limits specified
earlier.
Tube pitch is defined as tha ratio of the center to
center spacing between adjacent tubes in a row to the tube
outer diameter. Tube pitch is an accurate measure of how
closely packed the tube bundle is. Generally accepted
values for pitch lie in the range of 1.3 to 1.7. However,
to provide more latitude in the design process this design
variable was allowed to vary in the range between 1.1 to
2.0.
There is no guidance available as to the allowable
range for tube length in the condenser. Since the lower
limit was not expected to be crucial, it was set randomly at
1.0 feet. The upper limit of 25.0 fset was a realistic limit
considering the size of the tube diameter being worked with.
Inner void radius and the percent of tubes in the cooler
were chosen to be design variables simply to enhance the
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flexibility of the code in designing the condenser model.
The bounds for both variables were entirely arbitrary with
only common sense as the determining factor. The upper and
lower limits on the percent of tubes in the cooler was
established as 10.0 and 2.0 percent respectively. The upper
and lower bounds on the inner void radius was set at 1.0 and
0.1 feet.
Cooling water velocity generally ranges from three
to nine feet per second in value for all common tube
materials, except titanium which has an upper limit of 15
feet per second. Exceeding these upper limits risks exces-
sive tube erosion and material damage. Finally the number of
tubes was permitted to vary between 1000 and 8000 tubes for
the purpose of improving design flexibilty. It is extremely
unlikely that, for most propulsion applications, tube number
would fall below 1000. The upper limit was simply chosen as
a realistic cutoff point in terms of complexity, cost and
maintainability.
In summary, the general design variables and the
associated side-constraints were:
0.407 < tube inner diameter (inches) < 1.206
0.022 < tube thickness (inches) < 0.109
2.0 < percent of tubes in cooler < 10.0
0.10 < inner void radius (feet) < 1.0
3.0 < coolant velocity (ft/sec) < 9.0
1.0 < tube length (feet) < 25.0
1000 < tube number < 8000
1.1 < tube pitch < 2.0
As in the case of design constraints, these design
variables and their respective limits were used consistently
in all the case studies unless otherwise specified.
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C. CASE STUDIES USING CONDIP
1 . Case One
The objective of this case was to minimize condenser
volume. The final results of the optimization along with the
initial parameters is listed in Table III.
These results show a 16 percent decrease in
condenser volume with a corresponding 24 percent increase
in pumping power. The source of the improvement can be
understood by noting the following:
1) Tube wail thickness was reduced from 0. 049 to 0.022, the
minimum side-constraint, thus allowing tube inner diameter
to increase while maintaining a minimum tube outer diameter.
2) The number of tubes shrank slightly as did tube length,
resulting in a smaller heat transfer surface area.
3) Tube pitch increased markedly, causing a reduction in
steam pressure losses which then ensured that high values
for steam saturation pressure and temperature would be main-
tained throughout the condenser. The large pitch also
reduced steam velocities, allowing the cooler inlet velocity
limit to be satisfied. Row spaoing decreased from the
initial value of 1.35 inches, thus decreasing condenser
volume.
4) Cooling water velocity increased to the maximum allo-
wable value of 9 ft/sec which correspondingly resulted in
larger head losses and coolant flow, causing overall pumping
power to increase.
As cooling water velocity increased and tube wall
thickness decreased, then their respective thermal resis-
tances were diminished. The cumulative effect was to
improve the overall heat transfer coefficient. LMTD rose
primarily as a result of the higher steam temperatures
throughout the condenser. It is apparent by looking at
eguation 5.2 that increasing the driving forces for heat
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transfer, such as the overall heat transfer coefficient and
LMTD, allows the heat transfer surface araa to decrease.
This resulted in a similar reduction in condenser volume.
The constraint limits that prevented further design
improvement were the upper bound on the cooling water
velocity, the upper limit on the tube sheet area and The
upper limit on VLCMAX.
2. Case Two
The objective of this case was to minimize the
pumping power required to overcome the tube-side head losses
and drive the cooling water through the condenser tubes. The
final results of the optimization are presented along with
the initial design in Table IV.
The results indicate a dramatic 90 percent reduction
in required pumping power with an equally large 120 percent
increase in condenser volume. The major factors involved in
the design improvement along with their relative effects are
briefly explained below:
1) Tube inner diameter increased 27 percent while tube
thickness remained relatively unchanged. Thus tube cuter
diameter was caused to increase.
2) The number of tubes in the condenser rose significantly,
along with tube length. This, coupled with the enlarged tube
outer diameter resulted in nearly doubling the heat transfer
area
.
3) Tube pitch icreased 2 9 percent, which allowed steam
saturation pressure and temperature to be maintained at
consistently large values in the condenser. This had a
benefiting effect on the associated LMTD calculation. The
large pitch also helped satisfy the steam velocity limit
into the cooler. The tube spacing decreased from the initial
value of 1.35, but by a smaller amount than the previous




U) Cooling water velocity dropped to the minimum allowable
limit of 3 ft/sec. This had the effect of reducing tube-side
head losses and coolant flow through the condenser.
Consequently, pumping power was drastically reduced.
The combined effect of all these changes can again
be put in perspective by looking at equation 5.2. For the
given steam and corresponding heat load, the heat transfer
area increased drastically, allowing both LMTD and the
overall heat transfer coefficient to decrease. A smaller
overall heat transfer implies a smaller convective tube-side
contribution which in turn permits coolant velocity to
reduce to its lowest allowable valus . The LMTD decrease is
explained by the fact that cooling water was spending more
time in the tubes, thus causing the average cooling water
temperature to rise. However, the subsequent reduction in
LMTD was minimized by the fact that a high steam temperature
was maintained in the condenser.
There were no active constraints in this design
outside of cooling water velocity which prevented further
design improvement. However, the penalty paid in terms of a
huge condenser volume, appears prohibitive.
3 » Case Three
The objective of this case was to minimize pumping
power while holding condenser volume constant at the initial
value of 432 cubic feet. This was a particularly interesting
test case as the results in Table V bear out. The required
pumping power was reduced by nearly 38 percent with no
change in volume.
,
The effects of the design changes which
resulted in the design improvement are presented below:
1) Tube inner diameter increased noticeably. However, the
effects of this increase on tube outer diameter was mini-
mized by a large drop in tube wall thickness. Thus, tube
outer diameter remained relatively unchanged.
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2) The number of tubes experienced a minor reduction, while
tube length increased. The overall effect was to increase
heat transfer surface area.
3) Tube pitch again rose by nearly 25 percent, causing
steam saturation temperature and pressure to maintain a
nearly constant value throughout tha condenser. This had a
beneficial effect on the LMTD between the steam and the
cooling water. The larger pitch also had the additional
effect of reducing steam velocity thus allowing the subse-
quent design to satisfy the upper limit on staara velocity
into the cooler (VLCMAX) . The combination of tube pitch and
tube cuter diameter resulted in a reduction in row spacing
from the initial value of 1.35
4) Cooling water velocity decreasad by about 21 percent.
This effect was manifested in subsequent pressure head,
coolant flow and pumping power calculations.
Looking at equation 5.2 we see the same general
pattern emerging as in Case 3, but with more subtlety in the
changes. Heat transfer increased, but not at the expense of
volume. CoDling water velocity was allowed to decrease
while the overall heat transfer coafficient actually rose.
One explanation is that as the tube wall got thinner its
thermal resistance got smaller which more than offset the
less of convective heat transfer contribution from the
coolant. The LMTD dropped slightly due to the higher average
coolant temperature of the coolant in the tubes.
The constraints which became active and prevented
further improvement in the design include tube sheet area
ratio as well as tube wall thickness. However, tube wall
thickness was particular crucial because of its related
effect on heat transfer.
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4 . Case Four
The objective of this case was to minimize condenser
volume while holding pumping power constant at the initial
value of 55.7 horsepower. The results of this case can be
found in Table VI. Chosen to contrast the results in Case 4,
the relative improvement in this design objective was not
nearly so impressive. Condenser volume shrank by only 12
percent. An explanation of the causes and effects is
provided below:
1) Tube inner diameter increased, with a CDrresponding
decrease in tube wall thickness to yield the minimum allo-
wable tube outer diameter.
2) The number of tubes decreased noticeably, tending mini-
mize bundle volume. Note, there was only slight increase in
tube length. The overall effect was to similarly reduce heat
transfer surface area as condenser volume decreased.
3) Tube pitch again increased significantly, having the
same effects on steam pressure, temperature and steam
velocity into the cooler as discussed earlier. & large tube
pitch benefits the LMTD between the steam and the cooling
water. Row spacing was again a factor in reducing condenser
volume as before.
4) Cooling velocity decreased slightly as did head loss.
But overall coolant flow increased due to an increase in
tube inner diameter. The net effect was to maintain pumping
power.
Again, referring to equation 5. 2 , it is clear that
the slight decrease in heat transfer area was offset by the
slight rise in LMTD resulting froi higher condenser steam
temperatures. The significant improvement in overall heat
transfer coefficient, therefore, is what makes the heat
balance work. The large decrease in tube wall thickness and
corresponding reduction in thermal resistance contributed
heavily to this improvement.
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There were several contraint limits whish prevented
any additional objective optimization. They include the
minimum tube wall thickness, tube sheet area ratio and steam
velocity entering the cooler.
5. Case Five
The objective of this case was to minimize condenser
volume while exercising CONDIP's capabilities to linearly
vary tube pitch and tube inner diamatar by row. Thirty-five
rows were used, which was the identical number as the
initial design. Tube pitch and tube inner diameter of both
the outermost and innermost rows sarved as design variables
in this case. However - because tuba number is now a depen-
dent variable based on the number of rows, tube pitch, and
tube diameter - it cculd not be usad as a design variable.
The optimized results of this analysis along with the
initial design ara presented in Table VII.
The results of this test case indicate a condenser
volume which is 20 percent smaller than the initial design
as compared to a 16 percent decrease in Case 1. The basic
reasons and explanations as to why volume was able to be
reduced remain fundamentally the same as in Case 1.
Attention will therefore be focussed on the effects of
linearly varying pitch and tube diameter. Final tube pitch
ranged in value from 1.75 in the inner row to 1.44 in the
outer row. Similarly, tube inner diameter ranged from .729
in the inner row to .583 in the outar row.
It is believed that smaller pitch and inner diameter
were used in the outer row because of the higher available
steam saturation pressure and temperature. The resulting
higher steam velocities enhanced the beneficial effects of
vapor shear on the external heat transfer coefficient
thereby improving heat transfer on the outer rows. As steam
pressure decreased, then tube pitch and tube inner diameter
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increased to compensate and extract all the available h€at
from the steam. Consequently, steam velocity decreased and
was able to satisfy to the limit imposed on the ccoler
entrance velocity. The and result is a condenser geometry
that makes complete use of the available resources and
conforms tc the geometry to take advantage of the thermal
conditions in the condenser. The big limitation with this
approach is that the number of rows is held constant. Thus
the subsequent condenser is designed around that value and














1 Total number of tubes j
1 Tube length (feet) 1
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Fraction of non-condensible gas
1 (ppm)
37. 1
Steam inlet pressure (psia) 1. 294
j Steam inlet temperature (°F) 110.52
| Coolant inlet velocity (ft/sec) 8. 473
| Coolant inlet temperature (°F) 75.66
| Fouling factor .0002
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Total number of tubes 5230 5062 + 3.2
% of tubes in coder 7.0 6.7 -4.3 |
Tube length (ft) 10.3 11.39 + 10.6
Tube inner diam. (in) .527 .594 +12.7 |
Tube wail thick, (in) .049 .022 -55.1
Tube outer diam. (in) .625 .638 + 2.1 |
Tube pitch 1.4 1.7 53 + 25.2
Void diameter (ft) 1.10 | ' 1.14 +3.6 |











rate (10 7 lbm/hr)
1.540 1.508 -2.1
Head loss (ft H20) 7.35 4.69 -36.2




9.90 11.6 + 17.2




| Heat transfer area
I (sq.ft.)






574.9 627.3 +9. 1
( Steam exit- fraction




1.451 1.669 + 15.0





Volume Minimization With Power Constant
PARAMETER
Total number of tubes
% of tubes in coder
Tube length (ft)
Tubs inner diam. (in)
Tube wall thick, (in)



































































































Volume Minimization With Linear Variations
PARAMETER
Total number of tubes
% of tubes in coder
Tube length (ft)
Tube inner diam. (in)
Tube wall thick, (in)










rate (10 7 lbm/hr)
























































































The intent of this research was -co create a detailed
condenser analysis cede capable of being coupled with a
numerical optimizer and to test the program to prove its
versatility. An additional objective was to validate the
analysis with existing data. The results of the test cases
were presented in Chapter Five; tha resulting conlusions are
summarized here.
A. There were significant difficulties encountered in
formulating the complex condenser design anaysis, CONDIP, in
a way that was compatible with tha optimizer C3PES/C0NMIN.
However, the majority of those problems were overcome
resulting in the creation of a program which, when combined
with the optimizer, is capable of taking any initial design,
no matter how impractical or infeasible, and solving for an
optimum solution based on a set of pre-determined
constraints and design variables. There are still some
minor limitations as to the degree of optimization, but the
final design is usually within 10 pecent of the single best
optimum. In addition, the test cases indicate that as many
as ten design variables and six constraints can be used
simultaneously in the design optimization with CONDIP.
B. The test cases demonstrated the effectiveness of CONDI?
as a design tool for not only the conceptual design of a
condenser, but also in evaluating comparison studies based
on any number of design variable conbinations . The number of
possible combinations of design objectives, design variables




C. An attempt was made to verify CONDIP with existing data
with inconclusive results. Part of the blame can be placed
on the rather inadequate quality and quantity of the data,
but the general performance of CONDIP' s condenser indicates
a weakness in the analysis. As stated earlier, the source of
the this weakness may be found in the correlations used for
condensate inundation. The constants used in the expression
for correcting shell-side heat transfer coefficients are
based somewhat on conjecture. Yet they play a significant
role in the overall condenser performance. Despite this
limitation, the ability to optimize CONDIP*s detailed anal-
ysis is a significant step forward over using the tradi-
tional and limited HEI method.
D. CONDIP incorporates features that further increase its
appeal as a design tool. By possessing the ability to
linearly vary pitch and tube diameter, a better under-
standing of how to improve condenser performance based on
its configuration is realized. The capability to incorporate
shell-side tube enhancement is another added plus. The




In addition to the insight that this investigation has
given into the generation of automated condenser design
programs, it has specifically addressed the shortcomings and
pitfalls which may be encountered along the way and offered
possible solutions to overcome them. Presented below are
recommendations for furthering the developmentof CONDIP as
a completely versatile and accepted design program.
A. Since the weak link and the most signifcant unknown in
condenser analysis is the effect of condensate rain in
typical condenser environments, subsequent research should
be devoted to investigating this phenomenon and developing
more precise analytic correlations. In particular, the
effects of velocity and flow direction on the condensate
film should be attended to.
B. Perhaps in conjunction with the above, a test condenser
should be constructed which is geouetrically similar zo the
model proposed in CONDIP in order to physically observe and
record the condenser performance. This data could then be
used to either verify CONDIP or strengthen some of its
anaysis. In addition, this condeaser should be built such
that the tube bank can be arranged in any combination of
pitch, tube diameter and row spacing to fully appreciate the
effects of these variables.
C. A series of sensitivity studies should be conducted on
CONDIP to fully exercise its capabilities and determine the
relative effects of various designvariables on condenser
performance. Tradeoff studies similar to those performed in




D. Additional subroutines should be created which would
allow tube enhancement to be a design variable. This
involves developing correlations between heat transfer
enhancement and associated frictional losses. This type of
relationship can be developed for both tube-side and shell'
side enhancement.
E. Finally, it is recommended that additional refinement
be performed on the code to incrsase its capability and
flexibility. One such way is to somehow allow pitch, tube
diameter and tube wall thickness to vary linearly by row
while still allowing the number of tubes to be a design




While it would most beneficial to present a complete
glossary of all the variables used in CONDIP, the sheer
number makes it difficult to present a comprehensive list.
However, CONDIP makes liberal use of comment cards to define
as many variables as possible to make the code easier to
follow. Therefore, the computer listing in Appendix C is
available for reference. A list of the possible design vari-
ables and constraints is provided here along with its corre-
sponding position in the GLOBCM common block for easy
reference in writing the appropriate COPES data cards. In
addition, it will be specified whether these variables can
be used as design constraints or design variables.
1. ALST: The length of the condenser and cooler tubes in
feet. ALST is to be used only as a design variable.
2- DSLWP ; The pressure difference between the inlet and
outlet coolant headers of the condenser bundle in psi.
DELWP is to be used only as a design variable.
3. DELWPC: The pressure difference between the inlet and
outlet coolant headers of the condenser bundle in psi.
DELWPC is to be used only as a design constraint.
4. GFLOW ; The mass flow rate of the coolant in lbm/hour.
GFLOW cannot be used as a design variable simultanouesly
with VEL3I. Otherwise it can be used as a design variable
or a design constraint.
5. SIDI: The tube inner diameter of the innermost row of
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SIDO: The tube inner diameter of the outermost row of
the condenser bundle in inches. If there is to linear
variation of tube inner diameter then this variable repre-
sents the tube inner diameter of the entire condenser
bundle. SIDO is to be used only as a design variable.
8. PHP: The coolant pumping power in horsepower. PHP is to
be used only as a design constraint.
9- RSPA: The spacing between concentric rows in the con-
denser bundle in inches. RSPA is to be used only as a
design variable.
10. R ADINS : The inner void radius of the condenser bundle
in feet. RADINS is to be used only as a design variable.
11. REWI: The tube-side Reynolds number of the coolant in
the innermost row of the condenser bundle. REWI is to be
used only as a design constraint.
12. REWO: The tube-side Reynolds number of the coolant in
the outermost row of the condenser bundle. If there is no
linear variation of tube inner diameter then this variable
represents the tube-side Reynolds number of the entire
condenser bundle. REWO is to be used only as a constraint.
13. SDDI: Tube pitch (tube spacing/tube outer diameter) of
the innermost row cf the condenser bundle. SDDI is to be
used only as a a design variable.
14. SDD O: The tube pitch 3f the outermost row of the con-
denser bundle. If there is no linear variation of tube
pitch then this variable represents the tube pitch for the




15. SLDI: Ratio of tube length to tube outer diameter of
the outermost row of the condenser bundle. SLDI is to be
used only as a design constraint.
16. SI DO: Ratio of tube length to tube outer diameter of
the outermost row of the condenser bundle. If there is no
linear variation of tube pitch then this variable repre-
sents the tube pitch for the entire condenser bundle. SLDO
is to be used only as a design constraint.
17. YSLBI; The velocity of the coolant in feet/sec. VELBI
cannot be used as a design variable simultaneously with
GFLOW. Otherwise it can be used as either a design
constraint or as a design variable.
18. XW1 ; The ratio of tube thickness to tube inner diame-
ter. XW1 can be used only as a design variable.
19. XW2 ; Tube thickness in inches. XW2 is to be used only
as a design variable. XW2 and XW1 cannot be used simultane-
ously.
20. VOL 1: The overall condenser and cooler volume in cubic
feet. VOL1 is to be used only as a design constraint.
21. VOL 2: The volume occupied by the tube bank, excluding
the volume of the inner void, in cubic feet. VOL2 is to be
used only as a design constraint.
22. TNOTOT: The total number of tubes in the condenser and
cooler combined. If Option 1 is being used then TNOTOT is
to be used only as a design constraint. If Option 2 is
being used then TNOTOT is to be used only as a design vari-
able.
23. BND RAD : The condenser bundle in feet. BNDRAD is to be
used only as a design constraint.
24. ARATIO: The ratio of the total cross-sectional area of
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the tubes (based on the tube outer diameter) to the tube
sheet area. ARATIO is to be used only as a design
constraint.
25. ODI I: The tube cuter diameter of the innermost row in
inches. ODII is to be used cnly as a design constraint.
26. ODOI: The tube cuter diameter of the outermost row in
inches. If there is no linear variation of tube inner
diameter then this variable represents the tube outer diam-
eter of the entire condenser bundle. ODOI is to be used
only as a design constraint.
27. VLCMAX: The maximum allowable steam velocity into the
cooler. VLCMAX can be used only as a design constraint and
only when a cooler is being designed in the system.
28. PRCCLR: The percent of the total number of tubes in the




OSEBS MANUAL FOB COMDIP
This appendix describes the data cards that are neces-
sary in order tc couple any design program with
COPES/CCNMIN. Also described are cards illustrating data
input required by CCNDIP to initiate analysis. Thus, the
data is divided into the C0PES/C3NMIN program section and
the CONDIP-based condenser design program section.
The COPES data is segmented into "blocks" for conven-
ience. All formats are alphanumeric for title, end and stop
cards; F10 for real data; and 110 for integer data. The
formatted input may be overridden by inserting commas
between data entries. Comment cards may be inserted anywhere
in the data stack prior to the end card and are identified
by a dollar sign ($) in column 1. The COPES data stack must
terminate with an end card containing the word "END" in
column 1-3. It should be noted that information pertaining
only to single analysis and optimization is presented here.
Information concerning the other options available in COPES
along with further explanation of COPES capabilities can be
found in [Bef. 13].
The analysis data is also segmented into blocks for
convenience and they begin immediately following the "END"
card in the COPES data. No comment cards are permitted here,
and the analysis data stack must terminate with the word
"STOP" in columns 1-4. This is ahere the initial design
values are placed for entry into CONDIP.
Default values are recommended for use in the following
COPES data cards unless otherwise noted. It is recommended
that these values in the COPES data blocks be used until the
user becomes familiar with the program. In addition a
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DESCRIPTION: COPES Title Card
FORMAT: 20A412 3 4 5 6 7
i
1 1 1 1
r
1 r{TITLE I I I I I | I
1 k-
+ 1 1 f ^ +-
I I I I I I I
I I i ! I L J L
REMARKS:




DESCRIPTION: COPES Program Control Parameters
FORMAT: 7110























1 NCALC: Calculation control
Read input and stop. Data of blocks A-B
is required. Remaining data is optional,
1 One cycle through the program. Data of
blocks A-B is required. Remaining data
is optional.
2 Optimization. Data of blocks A-I is
required. Remaining data is optional.
2 NDV: dumber o£ independent design variables
in optimization or optimum sensitivity
study.
REMARKS:
1) Field 1 determines program execution










































































lues at each iteration,
onstraint values,





g data is optional.
Maximum number of optimization iterations






Scaling parameter. GT.O - Scale design
variables to order of magnitude one every
NSCAL iterations. LT.O - Scale design
variables according to scaling values
input. DEFAULT = Mo scaling.
Number of subsequent iterations which
must satisfy relative or absolute
convergence criterion before optimization
process is terminated. DEFAULT = 3.
Linear objective function identifier.
If the optimization objective is known to
be a linear function of the design
variables, set LINOBJ = 1.
DEFAULT = Non-Linear.
one plus the maximum number of active
constraints anticipated. DEFAULT = NDV+2.
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PAIA BLOCK C (Continued)
FIELD CONTENTS
8 NFDG: Finite difference gradient identifier.
All gradient information is computed by
finite difference.
1 Gradient of objective is computed








1) The value of NSCAL = is suggested and ITEM = NACMX1 =
should be used.
2) The value of IPRINT may be reduced when the user bacomes
familiar with the optimization output.
3) The default values will be used if the card is either
left blank or a value of zero is entered.
4) Because of the complexity of the problem it is necessary
to have a large value for ITMAX so the problem will not be
terminated pramaturely. Recommended value is ITM&X 40
5) The complexity of the condenser analysis ensure that no
function can be considered linearly dependent on any combi-















1 1 \ i
|CTLMIN|THETA | PHI |













R-elative change in design variables in
calcula'
DEFAULT
lating finite difference gradients.
= 0.01
Minimum absolute step in finite difference
gradient calculations. DEFAULT = 0.001.
Constraint thickness parameter.
DEFAULT = -0.1.
Minimum absolute value of CT considered
in the optimization process.
DEFAULT = 0.004
Constraint thickness parameter for linear
and side constraints.
Minimum absolute value of CTL considered
in the optimization process.
DEFAULT = 0.001
Mean value of push-off factor in the
method of feasible directions.
DEFAULT = 1.0
Participation coefficient, used if one or




DATA BLOCK D (continued)
FORMAT: 2F10











1 DELFON: Minimum relative change in objective
function to indicate convergence of
optimization process. DEFAULT = 0.001.
2 DA5FUN: Minimum absolute change in objective
function to indicate convergence of the
optimization process.




1) Note that data for Data Block D is entered on two
separate cards. A blank card indicates the default value is
to be used.
2) If the NDV is greater than 3,
FDCH is between 0.05 and 0.10.




DESCRIPTION: Total Number of Design Variables, Design
Objective Identification and Sign on Design
Ob ject ive.






NDVTOT: Total number of variables linked to the
design variables. NDVTOT must be greater
or equal to NDV. This option allows two or
more parameters to be assigned to a single
design variable. The value of each
parameter is the value of the design
variable times a Multiplier which may be
different for each parameter.
DEFAULT = NDV.
IOBJ: Glcbal variable number associated with
objective function in optimization or
optimum sensitivity analysis.
SGNOPT: Sign used on objective of optimization
to identify whether function is to be
maximized or minimized. +1.0 indicates
maximization; -1.3 indicates minimization.
DEFAULT = -1.0
REMARKS:
11 Currently there are not any variables in CONDIP which are
linked to any of the design variables. Therefore the DEFAULT




DESCRIPTION: Design Variable Bounds, Initial Values, and
Scaling Factors.
FORMAT: 4F10








Lower bound on the design variable.
Upper bound on the design variable.
Initial value of the design variable.
If X is non-zero, this will supercede the
value initialized by subroutine ANALIZ.
Design variable s~ale factor. Not
used if NSCAL > in Block C
REMARKS:
1) There must be one separate data card for each design var-
iable. Therefore there will be NDV data cards.
2) For all applications with CONDIP, initial values for the
design variables will be entered through the INPUT subrou-




DESCRIPTION : Design Variable Identification
FORMAT: 2I10,F10
1 2 3 U 5 6 7
r















Design variable number associated
with the variable.
Global variable numbar associated
with the variable.
Constant multiplier on the variable.
The value of the variable will be the
value of the design variable, NDSGN, times
AMOLT. DEFAULT =1.0.
REMARKS:
1) There must be one separate card for each of the NDVTOT
design variables. These data cards must follow the same











NCONS: Number of constraint SETS in the
optimization problem.
REMARKS:
1) If two or more adjacent
block have the same limits imposed,
same constraint set.
parametars in the Global common




DESCRIPTION: Constraint Identification and Bounds.
FORMAT: 3110













First Global numbsr corresponding to
the constraint set.
Last Global number corresponding to
the constraint set. DEFAULT = ICON.
Linear constraint identifier for
this set of constrained variables.
LCCN = 1 indicates linear constraints
DEFAULT = Nonlinear constraint.
REMARKS:
1) In CONDIP there is only Global number and thus one con-
straint that comprise a constraint set. Therefore the
DEFAULT value is used for JCON.
2) All the constraints in this analysis are nonlinear. The
DEFAULT value was therefore used for LCON as well.








BL SCAL1 |BU ISCAL2










Lower bound on tha constrained variables,
Value lass than -2.0E+15 is assumed
unbounded
Normalization factor on lower bound.
DEFAULT Max of ABS(BL) or 0.1.
Upper bound on tha constrained variables,
Value greater than +2.0E+15 is assumed
unbounded
.
Normalization factor on upper bound.
DEFAULT = Max of ABS(BU) or 0.1.
REMARKS:
usually be defaulted, with
e notable exception of exit-fraction. the












DESCRIPTION: COPES Data "END 1 Card.
FORMAT: 3A
1




The word •END* in column 1-3.
REMARKS :
1) This card must appear at the end of the COPES data,
















1 1 _ . __L 1-J
—







Two condenser geometric options
IOPT 1. Number of condenser rows is
a input as a constant; the number of
tubes is a dependant variable.
Ose data blocks EE,FF,and GG.
IOPT 2. Number of tubes is allowed
to be an independent variable and the
number of rows is a dependent variable,
Ose data blocks HH and II.
DEFAULT value is IOPT = 2.
REMARKS:
1) Data is right-justified and blanks will be interpreted as
zeros.
2) If IOPT = 1, a smaller finite difference (FDCH1 can be u-
tilizea in data Block D. This is because with this option
the design analysis is less sensitive to the problems































The number of sectors in the condenser.
Sector width in degrees of arc.
Symmetry angle measure from the vertical.
The percent of the tubes in the cooler.
REMARKS:
1) Data BB is required, no matter what geometry option is
chosen.
singularity.
3) PHI is that angle from the vertical that cuts the conden-
ser in half.





















RADINS The inner void radius; feet.
ALST The tube length; feat,
RSPA Concentric row spacing about the void;
inches.
REMARKS:





DESCRIPTION: Tube Material Parameters

















A Flaa indicating the tube thickness
specifica tion.
IWALL = 1. Tube thickness is input as
ratio of tube thickness to tube inner
diameter.
IWALL =2. Tube thickness is input in
inches.
The input for wall thickness, dependent on
the value for IWALL.
Specifc weight of the tube matsrial;
lbm/(cu.f t.)




1) Data DD is required, no matter what geometry option is
chosen.





DESCRIPTION: Number of Rows
FORMAT: 15



















1 NOROHS The number of concentric rows in the
condenser bundle built around the center
void
REMARKS:
1) Data EE is used o r.ly when IOPT = 1





DESC RIPTION: Tube Inner Diameter
FORMAT: 1I5,2F10








i 1 T 1
I I I I I I I I|MDIAM JSIDO ISIDI 111(1




1 MDIAM A flag to indicate whether tube inner
diameter will linearly vary by row through
the condenser bundle.
1 . MDIAM = 1. Tube ianer diameter is uniform
through the condenser bundle.
2 MDIAM = 2. Tube ianer diameter varies
linearly through the bundle by row.
2 SIDO Tube inner diameter of the outer row;
inches.
3 S*IDI Tube inner diameter of the inner row;
inches.
REMARKS:
1) Data FF is used only when IOPT = 1
2) Data is right-justified and blanks will be interpreted as
zeros.
3) Cooler tubes use the inner diameter of the innermost bun-
dle row.





FORMAT: 1I5,2F1012 3 4 5
I 1 T i !
I
MPITCHj SDDO JSDDI I
|









A flag to indicate whether tube pitch
will linearly vary by row through the
condenser bundle.
MPITCH = 1. Tube pitch is uniform through
the condenser bunila.
MPITCH = 2. Tube pitch varies linearly
through the bundla by row.
Tube pitch of the outer row;
Tube pitch of the inner row;
REMARKS:
1) Data GG is used o nly when IOPT = 1
2) Data is right-justified and blanks will be interpreted as
2eros.
3) Cooler tubes use the pitch of tha innermost bundle row.
















Tube inner diameter for the entire
condenser; inches
Tube pitch for the entire condenser
REMARKS
:
1) Data HH is used oily when IOPT = 2.
2) Data is right- justified and blanks will be interpreted as
zeros.
3) In the calculations, 31 DI is set equal to SIDO and SDDI
is set equal to SDDO. This avoids the need for two systems














The total number of tubes in the
condenser (cooler and the bundle)
REMARKS:
1) Data II is used only when IOPT 2.

























A Flag indicating the type of
non-condensable gas entering the system.
JGAS = 1. This indicates that the gas is
air.
JGAS = 2. This indicates that the gas is
carton dioxide.
JGAS = 3. This indicates that the gas is
a mixture of the two.
Steam flow rate entering the condenser;
lbm/hr.
Ratio of the non-oondensable gas flow
to inlet steam flow; lbm/hr.
REM A R KS
:
1) Data JJ is required, no matter what geometry option is
chosen.





DESCRIPT ION : Inlet Temperatures.
FORMAT: 2F10







































1 STBI Coclant inlet temperature; °F.




1) Data KK is required no matter, what geometry option is
chosen.





DESCRIPTIO N: Cooling Hater Parameters
FORMAT* 2F10




IFLOW JX5 4-~ 4
FIELD CONTENTS
1 IFLOW A control flag for cooling water
SDecif ica tions.
1 IFLOW = 1 . Input pressure drop across
cooling water healers in psia.
2 IFLOW = 2. Input cooling water velocity
in ft/sec.
3 IFLOW =3. Input coolant flow in ibm/hr.
2 X5 Actually input the value for flew into
this variable. The specification for flow
to be determined by IFLOW
REMARKS:
1) Data LL is required, no matter what geometry option isI)
:hosen.
2) Data is right- justified and blanks will be interpreted as
zeros.
3) X5 acts as a temporary all-purpose storage variable for




DESCRIPTIO N: Internal Enhancement Regions
FORMAT: 15



















.. .. „._ 1 j__ — . . i_ - .. L i. .. i
FIELD CONTENTS
NEI Number of internal enhancement regions.
A value between 1 and 6.
REMARKS:
1) Data MM is optional. There must be NEI subseguent data
cards providing the necessary parameters for each region.
2) enhancement can only be used if IOPT = 1.
3) Data is right-jusxified and blanks will be interpreted as
zeros.




DESCRIPTION: Internal Enhancement Parameters
FORMAT: 215,3 F10













































Row number of first row in inxsrnal
enhancement region.
Number of tubes in each internal
enhancement region.
Internal heat transfer enhancement
factor.
Coefficient in internallyenhanced tube
coolant pressure irop calculation.
Exponent in coolant pressure drop
calculation.
REMARKS:
1) Data NN is optional. However, if NEI is greater than zero
then there must NEI "NN" data cards to provide the necessary
data for each enhancement region.
2) enhancement can only be used if IOPT 1.
3) Data is right-justified and blanks will be interpreted as
zeros.
U) These values are constant for entire run and cannot be
changed by the optimizer.




DESCRIPTION : External Enhancement Regions
FORMAT: 15













NEE Number of external enhancement regions.
A value between 1 and 6.
REMARKS:
1) Data 00 is optional. There must be NEE subsequent data
cards providing the necessary parameters for each region.
.
3) Data is right- justified and blanlcs will be interpreted as
zeros.




















Row number of first row in external
enhancement region.
Number of tubes in each external
enhancement regioQ.
External heat transfer enhancement
factor.
Steam-side pressure drop factors.
REMARKS
:
1) Data PP is optional. However, iF NEE is greater than zero
then there must NEE »pp» data cards to provide the necessary
data for each enhancement region.
2) Data is right- justified and blanks will be interpreted as
zeros.
3) Enhancement can only be used if IOPT = 1.
4) These values are constant for an entire run and cannot be
changed by the optimizer.

















IBAF A flag to be used to determine baffle
number and location.
RE MA B KS
:
1) Data QQ is optional.
2) Data is right- justified and blanks will be interpreted as
zeros.
3) These values are constant for an entire run and cannot be
changed by the optimizer.
U) Additional specified baffles were not used in any of the




DESCRIPTION 2 Baffle Location
FORMAT: 15




1 1 r~ t
IJBAF I | | | |
H- -f- 1 1 f-
r
I ! i ! L
1
I I ! I I I
FIELD CONTENTS
1 JBAF An array containing baffle locations
REMARKS:
1) Data RR is optional.
2) Data is right-justified and blanks will be interpreted as
zeros.
3) These valuss are constant for an entire run and cannot be
changed by the optimizer.
4) Additional specified baffles ware not used in any of the













IPRT A flag to generate a detailed output
of the condenser analysis (OUT3)
REMARKS
:
1) Data SS is optional.
2) Data is right-justified and blanks will be interpreted as
zeros.
3) These values are constant for an entire run and cannot be
changed by the optimizer.
4) This value was zero for all runs.
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• 625, , 1. 25
28
-2.E + 15,,2 00.
END
2
12 29.99 180. 7.0
0.55 10.3











The following Appendix contains a complste listing for
CONDIP. An effort has been made to make the program as read-
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